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Dr. Cooper Clifford Kirk

How do you describe a man like
Cooper Kirk? Several good words
that testify to his character
immediately come to mind.
Integrity, dedication, diligence, among others, describe his
career as Broward County Historian. He never wrote an article
or prepared a speech on guess
work or hearsay. Every account
he produced was thoroughly
researched and documented. He
spent not days, but weeks or
months, gathering information
from primary sources such as
personal letters, military records
or newspapers. Pouring over old
maps, old documents and countless rolls of microfilm was one of
his greatest pleasures.
Cooper was born in Tyler,
Missouri, February 6, 1920, to
John and Martha Rebecca Kirk.
He was the ninth child, the
seventh son. From Missouri the
family moved to Arkansas, then
to Georgia. When Cooper was six
years old, the Kirk family finally
settled in Fort Lauderdale,
arriving shortly after the devastating 1926 hurricane. Here
Cooper attended South Side
School and worked after school
delivering newspapers. He also
worked for Western Union, and
in later years liked to tell of the
time he delivered a telegram to
Hugh Taylor Birch. On June 2,
1939, Cooper graduated from
Fort Lauderdale High School.
Shortly afterwards he enlisted in
the army. He had returned to Fort
Lauderdale to care for his invalid
parents when the war broke out.
Enlisting in the navy after his
parents' deaths, he served as a
Yeoman Second Class until he
was honorably discharged on
January 8, 1946.
His carefree years as a
bachelor ended after he went to
church one Sunday morning and
met Nella Houseward, a visitor
from New Jersey. After a year of
courtship the couple married on
December 27, 1949. Their first
baby, a boy, died in infancy,
leaving them broken-hearted but
determined to have a family. The
years passed, bringing Cooper
Kirk four children, a lawn service
business, and an itch to go back
to school. Although he was
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actively engaged in church work
and in organizing a Christian
school, he found time to take a
course in philosophy at the
University of Miami. Combining
his love for history and philoso-'
phy with an insatiable appetite
for learning, he decided to go to
school full time at the age of
thirty-eight. After receiving his
Bachelor Degree, he went on to
earn a Masters and then a
Doctorate in history. Now he was
ready to sell the lawn service and
begin full-time teaching.
In 1972, Dr. Kirk's longtime
friend and fellow Broward
County pioneer, Circuit Judge L.
Clayton Nance, urged him to
accept the post of the county's
first official Historian, to work in
conjunction with the newlycreated Broward County Historical Commission. Although Dr.
Kirk was well-versed in Florida
history, having written his Ph.D.
dissertation on the history of the
Presbyterian church in the state,
his academic specialty had been
in intellectual and religious
history. His knowledge of Broward County's past, he readily
admitted, had been limited to his
own observations of people and

events during his long residence
there.
Nevertheless, Dr. Kirk accepted the appointment, and plunged
into the task with his characteristic energy and determination.
Working at first as a volunteer,
and later on a small part-time
salary, he devoted virtually all of
his spare time to ferreting out
long-forgotten facts from Broward's past and bringing them
vividly to life for an everexpanding audience. Especially
after his retirement from the
Broward County school .system
in 1983, he consistently gave well
over standard full-time hours to
his work as Historian.
His research into such early
nineteenth century personalities
as New River settler William
Cooley and Seminole War officer
William Lauderdale opened a
new dimension of knowledge
about the county, and helped lay
to rest a tangled web of legends
and misconceptions about Broward's past. His work on Major
Lauderdale, for whom the City of
Fort Lauderdale is named, was
published in book form in 1982
as William Lauderdale: General
Andrew Jackson's Warrior, and
earned him wide acclaim and
membership in the Maitland
Clan, the Scottish ancestral
organization of the Lauderdale
family.
In addition to his writing, Dr.
Kirk was in demand throughout
the county to lecture on subjects
ranging from the Seminole Wars
to how Fort Lauderdale High
School's "Flying L's" got their
name. With his congenial personality and commanding presence
he regaled countless school
classes and civic, social, and
business groups with fascinating
accounts of the past, delivered in
a dynamic, riveting style, but
always with the goal of education
and not merely entertainment.
No group was too large or too
small, too impressive or too
humble. He treated everyone the
·same; rich or poor, high or low,
they were all his friends.
To encourage public awareness
and appreciation of the hard(continued on page 44)
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THE BROWARD RICE
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by JOE KNETSCH

THE RICE PLANT

Drawing by Mary Jane Murfey.
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Considerable national attention
focused on south Florida during the
decade from 1907 to the coming of the
First World War. Governor Napoleon
B. Broward's Everglades drainage
plans and Henry Flagler's Florida
East Coast Railway, which served the
a rea 's growing population and extended over the sea on its way to Key
West, were two major reasons for this
scrutiny. Florida's ambitious attempt
to make farm land out of swamp captured the imaginations of thousands
of people, while Flagler's railroad provided the curious with the opportunity
to see the promising new land for themselves. Together, these engineering
marvels made news everywhere newsprint could be covered with ink.
Throughout the decade, people
flocked from throughout the United
States and from around the globe to
try their hands at Everglades farming. In 1910, Dade County, which then
included today's Broward County,
numbered 11,933 residents on the census rolls. Ten years later, the same
area's population totaled 47,888, of
whom 5,135 lived in newly-created
Broward County. 1 This rapid growth
attracted all types of newcomers to
Florida's lower east coast - honest
farmers, enterprising businessmen,
thousands of hard-working laborers
and tradesmen , and a few questionable

characters as well. Among the businessmen and professionals of the area
who turned their efforts to agricultural
ventures , two men became interested
in an attempt to grow rice, a crop not
often associated with south Florida.
Rice had been grown in other sections of Florida since colonial days .
During the first and second Spanish
periods, rice fields were fairly common
along the Atlantic coast from south
Georgia through the St. John 's River
settlements and around St. Augustin e.
The British also grew rice during their
brief administration of the colony, and
early American settlers also engaged
in some rice cultivation. From the
evidence available, Florida rice was
not heavily exported at any period, but
was grown primarily for local consumption. It is worth noting that a
number of surveyors, exploring Florida's vast wetlands in the 1830s, 1840s
and 1850s, often remarked on the
suitability of these flooded lands for
rice culture.
The Everglades, the famed "River of
Grass," seemed ideal for growing rice
on a large scale. Yet, once reclamation
efforts began, few ventured to try this
new crop, concentrating instead on
sugar cane, citrus fruits , and truck
crops. To two adventurous men, the
timing for a rice experiment seemed
right. Thus, on January 4, 1909, Adam

A. Boggs and A. B. Sanders, both of
Miami, entered into a two-year contract with Florida's Board of Trustees
of the Internal Improvement Fund
(hereafter simply referred to as the
Trustees) for a yearly rental with an
option to buy of nearly 10,000 acres of
land in what would later become
Broward County for only twenty-five
dollars.
In return for this generous deal,
Boggs and Sanders agreed to "carry
on experiments for the space of two
years in the culture of rice on the lands
herein described, and to plant and
cultivate upon said lands within the
said time not less than one hundred
acres of rice, and to construct such
ditches, dikes and levees as may be
necessary to test the culture of rice by
flowage, and to use their skill, experience and capital in endeavoring to
devise and introduce machinery suitable for the culture of rice upon said
lands ... " 2 The Miamians had to begin
the cultivation within one month of
signing the contract, and were required
to report on their progress at any time
the trustees requested. To grow the rice
according to the terms of the contract,
they had to use the natural flowage of
the water in a manner that would not
obstruct the on-going drainage and
reclamation of the Everglades.3
Part of the lands they were to receive
under the lease was located in tiers
forty-one, forty-three, and forty-five of
the Newman Survey, which had been
completed by John W. Newman, chief
engineer for the drainage project, only
three months earlier. Under the purchase option accompanying the lease
agreement, the Trustees offered to sell
these lands, amounting to approximately 100 acres and extending south
from the North New River Canal, for
$15.00 per acre. The Trustees also
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Section of the 1908 Newman survey map showing the 100-acre tract
upon which Boggs and Sanders proposed to establish their rice
plantation. The North New River Canal is represented by the four
parallel lines running diagonally through the center of the map. (Map
courtesy of Florida Department of Natural Resources.)

Everglades land sales, intended to help finance state drainage efforts
and attract settlers who would themselves work toward reclaiming the land,
opened south Florida to a myriad of agricultural experiments and real estate
ventures. One of the most unique was a rice plantation proposed and
promoted by two prominent, but now virtually forgotten Miamians, A.A.
Boggs and A.B. Sanders.
This article traces the complicated series of transactions surrounding
the property, and addresses the question of whether Boggs' and Sanders'
plans to grow rice commercially were genuine or only a pretext to obtain
land at a low price and on good terms. In addition it provides a look at
the sometimes cumbersome proceedings of the Trustees of the Internal
Improvement Fund and describes the lasting impact that Boggs' and
Sanders' Everglades Plantation Company has had on the map of Broward
County.
Author Joe Knetsch, a former Broward County Historical Commissioner, is currently employed as historian with the Florida Department of
Natural Resources in Tallahassee. He recently received his Ph.D. in history
from Florida State University.

granted Boggs and Sanders the privilege of purchasing over fifteen additional sections of land in Townships
49 and 50 South, Range 41 East, "lying
North of the North [New River] Canal
now under construction by the said
first parties [the Trustees] from the
head of New River in a Northwesterly
direction into the Everglades of Florida." The purchase price for this vast
amount of land was $3.00 an acre, payable in cash. A. A. Boggs acted as the
attorney of record for the contract.
Boggs was no stranger to Dade
County legal or real estate affairs. He
was the law partner of State Senator
Fred M. Hudson, and had represented
Mary Brickell in a successful lawsuit
with the state over the ownership of
land abutting New River in downtown
Fort Lauderdale. He was also vicepresident of the Miami Bank and Trust
Winter/ Spring, 1990 - 3

Company and the Miami Engineering
and Construction Company, Sanders'
firm. Like many attorneys of that time,
he appears to have specialized in
Florida's land laws and to have taken
the opportunities open to him to invest
frequently in ventures that would improve the value of lands in which he
had an interest. Thus, Boggs often
appears in the Trustees' minutes
representing firms involved with the
construction of canals, especially in
what is today Broward County. His
interest in real estate also led him to
involvement in a number of civic
projects, especially working with T.V.
Moore "toward the relief of Dade
County's transportation problems."5
A. B. Sanders, Boggs' partner in the
rice culture experiment, was also
involved in several real estate and land
reclamation ventures in south Florida.
A partner in the Sanders and Savage
Engineering firm, Sanders was an engineer by trade and an investor by
choice and managed to combine his
two interests neatly and profitably. F.
W. DeCroix's ca.1911 Historical, Industrial and Commercial Data of Miami
and Fort Lauderdale, Dade County,
Florida, for instance, lists Sanders as
a purchaser of grove land in the
Redlands area of southern Dade.6 Sanders also appears in the Trustees minutes in 1911 as the "Representative of
the Miami Engineering and Construction Company," and was later listed
as the company's president.7 In 1913,
he won a contract to dredge out a
portion of the mouth of the Miami
River.
By September 2, 1909, Boggs and
Sanders had agreed with the Trustees
to purchase much of the land north of
the canal. Their plans for this acreage
were typical of contemporary attempts
to establish settlements in the Everglades. They proposed to construct and
excavate a canal twenty-five feet wide
and not less than six feet deep "entirely
around" this large tract of land. Other
small canals were then to be dug
through the property to help drain and
clear the land, which would then be
marked off "in small lots in such a
manner as to induce settlement and
colonization of such land by actual
settlers at the earliest possible date."s
This work was scheduled to be completed in eighteen months from the
date of the sales contract.
In return for allowing Boggs and
Sanders to buy piecemeal "any tract
or tracts .. . not less than 40 acres or
multiple thereof" within the huge
parcel, rather than the entire parcel as
originally stipulated, the Trustees
adjusted the price of this land upward
to $15.00 per acre for land on or within
a quarter mile of the canal and $8.00
for land within one quarter of a mile
4 - Broward Legacy

and one and one quarter of a mile. If
land beyond this distance was sold, it
would cost the partners only $6.00 per
acre. The difference between these
values and the original $3.00 per acre
price would be credited to Boggs and
Sanders toward the purchase of the
entire tract.
Complications arose when it was discovered that the property leased to
Boggs and Sanders had actually been
in the hands of Richard J. Bolles, a
Colorado entrepreneur who had purchased 500,000 acres of Everglades
lands from the state the previous year.
Boggs wrote to the Trustees on December 2, requesting that they negotiate with Bolles and correct their
mistake. Without an arrangement being concluded between the Trustees
and Bolles' attorney, former Governor
William S. Jennings, the partners did
not feel that they could complete their
contract. Boggs also informed the
Trustees, " We have already spent nearly a thousand dollars on this land, a
large part of which was for permanent
improvements in the way of clearing
brush, ditching and erection of a house,
and we do not want to lose this nor
be delayed any longer than is absolutely necessary in getting to work
again." 9 The partners had to be sure
that the work they had completed was
to their benefit, and not to that of
Bolles.
Boggs also told the Trustees that the
rice experiment was progressing and
the partners were "highly satisfied and
pleased with the results of our experiments so far." They had planted
fifteen acres of rice by this time, but,
despite Boggs' optimistic description,
they faced other problems besides
Bolles' claim. Even through rice grows
well in flooded fields, flooding must be

carefully regulated and fields drained
for planting. In addition to the standard difficulty encountered by Everglades farmers in bringing the land
under plow because it remained "wet
and boggy" in low areas despite intensive drainage efforts, Boggs and
Sanders faced the "depredations of the
birds, which ate very large proportions
of the seed." Furthermore, the October
gale blew the heads off much of the
rice which had headed, and the rains
accompanying the storm caused an
overflow that flooded out most of the
younger plants. Yet, in spite of all these
unfavorable developments, Boggs
wrote , Sanders and he felt that they
had demonstrated rice culture possibilities in the Everglades muck. For the
elucidation of the Trustees, he also
noted that Honduran rice produced
better results than the Japanese variety. In one case, he wrote, a single
plant produced fifteen stalks averaging very nearly two hundred grains to
the stalk." With such results, even in
the face of many problems, Boggs
argued, Sanders and he had to continue their work.I O
By March 24, 1910, it had become
obvious to Boggs and Sanders that
their rice plantation would take more
than two years to establish fully.
Therefore, they requested a modification to the contract which would allow
them to grow rice on only forty acres
and plant the remainder in sugar cane
and other crops until the land could
be more properly prepared. They also
asked for a one-year extension of the
lease, plus the deed to more of the land
north of the canal upon payment of the
original price of $3 per acre. The Trustees agreed to this dual request, but stipulated that the partners would have to
secure a "good and sufficient bond" for
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The Buckeye Traction Ditcher (courtesy of Fort Lauderdale Historical
Society).

$5,000 to guarantee completion of the
original contract. II
Toward the end of April, the pair
again approached the Trustees, seeking to exercise their option on land in
Section 17, Township 50 South, Range
41 East. This land was situated on the
canal and was very desirable. The Trustees once more agreed to a sale, but
this time at $20.00 per acre. Using this
occasion to their best advantage,
Boggs and Sanders also requested that
a deed be executed on the additional
land offered at the original $3.00 peracre price, agreeing, at the same time,
to deposit their $5,000 bond in the First
National Bank of Miami. What was
new in this transaction was the legal
binding of Boggs' law partner, Senator
F. M. Hudson, to the proceedings.I2
While Boggs handled the legal work
for the Everglades Plantation Company, as the rice and real estate venture was now called, Sanders, in his
capacity as an engineer, took charge
of actual reclamation efforts, which
included digging sixty miles of ditches
through the property. In September,
Sanders traveled to Louisiana, where
he inspected and purchased a Buckeye
Traction Ditcher, an eighteen-ton machine with a twenty-eight horsepower
gasoline engine, capable of operating
in up to three feet of muck covered by
one foot of water. When the ditcher arrived in south Florida, Sanders arranged a two-day public demonstration and testing session on the Everglades Plantation Company property.
Apparently the demonstration was an
overwhelming success. Subsequent
articles in the Weekly Miami Metropolis and Jacksonville's Florida TimesUnion heralded the Buckeye ditcher as
the machine which would "Solve [the]
problem of lateral canals," and marveled at the claim that it could cut one
mile of four and a half foot wide by
four and a half foot deep canal or pulverize twenty acres of soil in a single
day. Sanders announced to the press
that he had ordered two additional
Buckeye ditchers and "expects to have
this land drained by means of these
ditches in time for planting this
winter." 1:J
Although the Buckeye ditcher eventually gained wide use in the Everglades mucklands, and proved a lucrative venture for A. B. Sanders, who
became its sole distributor in Florida,
the summer rains brought more difficulties to the rice plantation. Complaining to the Trustees, Sanders wrote
that many problems were being caused
by the dam on the North New River
Canal. The dam, he argued, was too
high and caused the water in the channel to overflow and seep through the
banks thus rendering the land "unfit
for cultivation." The Trustees agreed
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One of A.A. Boggs' many letters to the Trustees of the Internal
Improvement Fund regarding the rice plantation (courtesy of Florida
Department of Natural Resources).
to send their chief engineer, J. 0.
Wright, to investigate the situation
and report his findings.14
Wright reported his conclusions to
the Trustees on November 15, 1910:
During the first half of the month
[October] there were severe rainstorms in the southern part of the
State. These coming just at the
close of the rainy season, when
Lake Okeechobee was full of water, flooded the Everglades, covering their surface from one to three
feet deep. This great quantity of
flood water, flowing over the surface of the Glades into the canals,
carried with it a large amount of
deposit, much of which, because of
the dams at Fort Lauderdale and
Miami, has been left in the canals.
The engineer in charge reports
that in many places along the
North New River, the South New
River and Miami canals that the
water was over the waste pile
thrown out by the dredges. Such
a flood necessarily overflows the
lands adjacent to these canals and
this condition cannot be prevented
until the main outlets are completed and Lake Okeechobee lowered three to five feet.15
Obviously, Boggs and Sanders felt
that the flooding problem called for a

more rapid solution than that stated
by Engineer Wright. Accordingly,
Boggs appeared at the December 5th
meeting of the Trustees to outline a
plan to solve part of the flooding problem. On behalf of the Everglades
Plantation Company, Boggs applied
for permission to bring a dredge
nineteen feet wide and a dipper with
one and a half cubic yards capacity
up the North New River Canal to the
property for the purpose of cutting
lateral canals "with the view to placing
said land in a condition for cultivation." The company's problem was in
getting their dredge around a temporary dam placed in the North New
River Canal by the Trustees to allow
sufficient water to float their own
dredges. The Trustees approved Boggs'
plan, as long as the company allowed
the Trustees' engineer to supervise the
operation of circumventing the dam.l6
Boggs also reemphasized to the Trustees that the company had had the land
ready for planting before the October
storm, and had even secured the rice,
since a December planting had been
advised by the United States Department of Agriculture. But the storm had
left the land covered with water, as
Engineer Wright had reported, and it
remained under water even as Boggs
spoke. The Trustees, "recognizing the
Winter/ Spring, 1990- 5

pute with Furst-Clark, Gilchrist emphasized, was not a Trustees' matter
and should be settled by the parties
concerned. 1 ~J

Governor Albert Waller Gilchrist
(courtesy of Florida Photographic
Archives).
impossibility of Messrs. Boggs and
Sanders planting the rice under the
circumstances," allowed them another
ex tension of time to "as early a date
in 1911" as possible.' 7
On January 4, 1911, Boggs and Sanders purchased the land in the Newman
Survey from the Trustees for $15.00 per
acre. Exercising this option allowed
them to complete the basic purchases
for the land of the Everglades Plantation Company. But the rice remained
a question since the company had
never planted 100 acres as called for
in the original contract. On March 13,
1911, Boggs wrote the Trustees asking
to be released from the provision
requiring the rice experiment. His
reasoning was a matter of some concern to the Trustees when he stated
that the contract could not be met
because the breaks in the canal bank,
which the firm of Furst-Ciark, who
held the state contract for the canal's
construction , were supposed to have
dosed, had in fact been left open. As
a result, the Everglades Plantation
Co mpany lands remained under water
and unavailable for further cultivation
for some time to come. 1H
Despite this complication, the request to remove the rice cultivation requirement drew a blunt response from
Governor Albert W. Gilchrist. He
directed the Secretary of the Trustees,
J. C. Luning, to write Boggs "That
when the land was deeded to them it
was expressly understood that this 100
acres of rice would be planted as a demonstration matter this year, and that
they expected them to comply with
their agreement and plant 100 acres
in rice during this year." Boggs' dis6 - Broward Legacy

The squabble over the rice and the
flooded land did not prevent A. B.
Sanders from winning a contract for
the Miami Engineering and Construction Company to dig three canals for
the Trustees. The engineeri!lg company won the contract by being the
lowest bidder among a number of
firms, although none of the original
bids were accepted, all being deemed
too high. The Trustees simply took the
lowest bidder, entered negotiations,
and came to an agreement. Payment
was made on the basis of ten cents per
cubic yard of earth and twenty-five
cents per cubic yard of rock excavated.
However, to prevent problems such as
those faced by the Everglades Plantation Company, the Trustees did stipulate that no openings would be made
in the canal banks without the approval of the chief drainage engineer.zo
On November 21, 1911, Sanders
wrote the Trustees on behalf of Mrs.
Anna Hirsch, who had purchased fifty
acres from the Everglades Plantation
Company. Mrs. Hirsch had apparently
come to Fort Lauderdale with her
family, furniture, stock, and seed potatoes. Upon arrival, she visited her
"desired" land and found it under two
feet of water. Sanders reiterated that
the land could not be drained because
of the breeches in the levees caused by
the October 1910 flooding and not
repaired by Furst-Clark. He therefore
requested the Trustees to allow Mrs.
Hirsch to select some state land in the
same quantity in lieu of the land sold

to her by the Everglades Plantation
Company. The Trustees would not admit any responsibility for the flooding,
nor would they concede that they had
ever sold Sanders drained land. Nevertheless, they agreed to lease fifty acres
of land to Mrs. Hirsch for one year at
the price of $3.00 per acre.
Mrs. Hirsch's tale sounds similar to
one told by M. A. Hortt in his book
Gold Coast Pioneer. For readers unfamiliar with Hortt's story, it was a simple matter of his being sent to Fort
Lauderdale to look at land he had purchased through one George Williams,
a salesman for the Everglades Plantation Company. The price Hortt paid
for the ten-acre tract was $50.00 per
acre on terms $1.00 per acre down and
$1.00 per acre per month until totally
paid off. He purchased his land in conjunction with a group of streetcar conductors and motormen of whom he was
one. Arriving from Salt Lake City on
June 16, 1910, he rested from his sixday journey. On the next day he discovered, to his dismay, that the town
was very small - with only two stores,
those owned by Frank Stranahan and
H. G. Wheeler, and one post office. The
Everglades Plantation Company had
its Fort Lauderdale offices in the New
River Hotel, which was owned and
operated by the P. N. Bryan family.
To his total consternation, Hortt found
that his land was covered with water
with no means of transportation to it
by either road or water. Upon direction
from his colleagues in Salt Lake City,
he leased some land and attempted to
raise a crop of tomatoes. As Hortt
wrote, "This decision proved to beaterrible mistake."2I

P. N. Bryan's New River Inn housed the Fort Lauderdale offices of the
Miami-based Everglades Plantation Company.

Luckily for Hortt, Mr. Fowler, the
a gent for th e Everglades Pla ntation
Compan y in Fort Lauderdal e, made a
specia l effort to satisfy the n ewcomer 's
needs. Hartt's account of his dealings
with the company is unique and makes
fascinating reading. After Fowler was
called to Kansas City, apparently in
connection with business for another
Everglades land company, Hortt briefly became the Everglades Plantation
Company's agent in Fort Lauderdale.
Shortly thereafter, he opened his own
real estate office, and remained in the
business until his retirement in the
1950s.22
With land sales frustrated by flooding, the company's problems continued when the Trustees ordered the

Longtime Fort Lauderdale realtor
M. A. Hortt as he appeare d in later
life, c . 1953 (courtesy of Fort
Laud e rdale Historical Society).

Furst-Clark Company to add to its estim a ted dredging costs the cost of having to redredge the North New River
Canal where a wa shout h a d been
caused by one operation of the Everglades Plantation Company. The esti·
mated cost for this work totaled
$9,097.50. The Trustees then ordered
their counsel, W. H. Ellis, to proceed
to collect this bill from the Everglades
Plantation Company so the Trustees
could pay Furst-Clark.23
Thus, the attempt by the land com·
pany to cut into the canal to facilitate
draining its land caused more immediate problems than it solved. The land
still did not drain well , and the
washout aroused the Trustees into action against the company. On January
10, 1913, the Trustees ordered counsel
Ellis to take immediate action to collect
the charge. 24
Thewashouton the North New River
Canal appears to have worsened dur·
ing the early days of 191 3. At the Februa ry 17 meeting of the Trustees , th e
Furst-Clark estimate rose to n earl y
$18,000 in da mages. J . Stua rt Lewis,
Secretary to th e Tr ustees, wrote to th e
Miami Engineering and Construction
Company, Sanders' firm which had
constructed the drainage canals
for the Everglades Plantation Company, reminding them of a February
1912 letter which held them responsible for any damages resulting from
their work on the north bank of the
canal. Lewis stated flatly , "The Trustees think that you alone are responsible for the damages resulting from
your operations on the canal at that
point and insist upon an early adjustment of the same."z;; The Trustees, as
a means of forcing the issue, soon
ordered the withholding of the amount
due from the company's next estimate
of work it performed for the Trustees.
Upon reconsideration, they did not
withhold the entire amount, but held
back $5,000 to insure that the company
would make "immediate arrangements for the speedy adjustment of the
Trustees' claim."26
Boggs, who was Sanders' partner in
the engineering company as well as
the land company, made a hurried trip
a Tallahassee and, on February 24,
1913, appeared before the Trustees to
protest t h e $5,000 with holding. After
a noon-time recess, the Trustees agreed
with Boggs and ordered the release of
the funds. However , they a lso stipulated that this action "in n o wise
prejudice the Trustees' claim against
said company."27 Eve n with t hi s
decision , which a mounted to an exten sion of the pay ment time, the adjustmen t was not m a de quickly enough to
s uit the Trustees, a nd in less than six
mo n th s t h ey again tried to force the
company's h and. On August 5, t h ey

withheld the retainage fee from the
compa n y for its work on the Sn a ke
Creek Cana l "pendin g settlement by
the comp a n y with the Trustees fo r the
d a m a ges to t h e North New Ri ver
Canal." 2S
By September 26, Ben J ohnson , wh o
h a d his own contra cting firm a nd a lso
had A. A. Boggs listed as hi s partner,
a pplied to the Trustees to have the difference owed to him for his work on
the Snake Creek Canal, over and above
the retainage fee of the Miami Engineering and Construction Company
being withheld by the Trustees, paid
to him . This sum amounted to $4,300.
Johnson then asked the Trustees to
transfer the collateral held by the
Trustees as security on the bond of the
Miami Engineering and Construction
Company to his contract for the excavation of the Cypress Creek Can a l.
The Trustees agreed, a nd J ohnson
bega n work soon thereafter. 29
To red uce th is con fusi n g series of
tra n saction s, and the tangled paths
ofth eir principal person a lities to a simple outline, it must be remembered th at
Boggs and Sanders had established
the Everglades Plantation Company
to develop the land they had obtained
from the Trustees in what is today
Broward County. This company then
hired the Miami Engineering and
Construction Company to dredge the
canals necessary to drain the land.
Boggs was Sanders' partner in the
engineering and construction firm as
well. Because this second firm was doing considerable dredging work for the
Trustees and others, it could not handle the total contract for the Snake
Creek Canal and subcontracted that
job and others to Ben Johnson's
company, in which Boggs was also a
partner. The drainage business obviously brought in some handsome
profits, and it is not coincidental that
the Hudson-Boggs law firm handled
all these accounts.
At the October 31, 1913, meeting of
the Trustees, Boggs proposed a compromise designed to settle the increasingly complex disp ute between the
Trustees and the Miami Engineering
and Construction com pany. He offered
to take the case to a referee and have
it stated that th e Everglades Plantation Com pany was res ponsible for the
damage deb t, as it h ad hired t he Miami
Engineering and Con struction Company to do t h e dredgin g. In t urn, he
requested the Tru stees to waive th e
question of liability against the engineering compa n y.3o On December 10,
191 4, t h e pa rties met in Duval County
a nd argued their cases befor e the
referee, E. J. L'Engle. In a si mplified
fo rm , the a rguments ran in the following fas hion: th e damage caused to th e
North N ew River Can al was estim ated
I
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This 1948 water control district map labels the
Everglades Plantation Company subdivision, and, in
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1948

section 2, the new Plantation subdivision, which
would develop into the City of Plantation.

A..B . SANO~ R S

1

P~~t t5 10CNT

A . A. . S OGGS

1 VIC E · PA t SID C NT

M. S . B UR BAN K,

5EC Ar:TARY &TRU.SUR£ R

MIAMI ENG I NEERING l!itCONSTRUCTION CO .
WE O P ERATE OAEOOES AND

DRA IN AGE , I R RIGATION ,

MUN I CIPA L CONTRACTS

TRACTION OlTCHINO MACH I N[AY

WE MAKE PLANS AND REPORTS
ON RECLAIM I NG OVERFLOWED LANDS

M I AMI , F LORIDA

Letterh ead of A. B. Sanders' Mia mi E nginee ring & Con struction Comp a n y, 19 12
(courtesy F lorid a D e p artm e nt o f Nat u ral R esou rces).

Snake Creek Canal, excavated by A. B. Sanders' and Ben Johnson's
companies, in 1915 became part of the boundary between Dade and
newly-created Broward counties.
this time at $9,075. The money owed
to the Miami Engineering and Construction Company for work done on
the Snake Creek and Cypress Creek
canals amounted to "about" $9,000.
The engineering company assigned its
accounts toW. J . Matheson, who, with
Boggs as his counsel, entered the suit.
Hence the case was listed as W. J.
Matheson vs. Park Trammell et a!.,
Trustees of the Internal Improvement
Fund. Referee L'Engle decided that
the Trustees owned the engineering
company $9,075, the exact amount the
Trustees had claimed was owed them,
but assessed the damage charge
against the Everglades Plantation
Company at only $8,000, leaving the
Trustees owing the $1,075 difference.31
By the time of this final legal victory,
other events had also turned in favor
of Boggs and Sanders. The election of
1912 had brought new members to the
Board of Trustees, including the new
Governor, Park Trammell. For reasons
which have not been documented, the
newly constituted Board of Trustees
did not insist that the Everglades

Plantation Company continue the rice
growing experiment. No further mention of the subject can be located in
the Trustees' Minutes or in correspondence for that period. It m•1st be
assumed, therefore, that the original
condition for Boggs and Sanders' land
deal was quietly forgotten by both
sides, and that the Everglades Plantation Company thereafter concentrated on land sales and not rice
cultur(;.
Thus rice never became a viable crop
in Broward County as did winter vegetables, citrus fruits, and cattle. In fact,
rice production throughout Florida
remained negligible throughout most
of the twentieth century. Only in recent
years have large-scale growers begun
to take a second look at rice culture
in the Everglades, planting rice in
fields near the southern shore of Lake
Okeechobee which have been flooded
in an effort to slow soil depletion
caused by long-term extensive sugar
cane cultivation.
Unlike the rice experiment itself,
however, the name of Boggs' and

Sanders' undertaking has had a lasting
impact on the map of Broward County. Although the property purchased
by the Everglades Plantation Company north of the North New River
Canal remained subject to flooding
until the mid-twentieth century, drainage under the auspices of the Plantation Drainage District in the 1920s had
progressed sufficiently to allow use of
the land as a cattle range. Through the
years, the name "Plantation" became
so thoroughly associated with the region west of Fort Lauderdale and north
of the North New River Canal that in
the late 1940s a development of oneacre home lots on a portion of the Frederick C. Peters ranch took the name
Plantation Homes. The name Plantation was a natural choice when the
growing development was incorporated in 1953. Thus, though the origins
of its name have been virtually forgotten, today's City of Plantation echoes
one of the most unique ventures in the
history of Everglades reclamation and
land sales - A. A. Boggs' and A. B.
Sanders' short lived plans for a south
Florida rice plantation.

-Endnotes1. T. Staunton Dietrich, The Urbanization of Florida (Gainesville,
1988), 21-22.
2. Minutes of the Trustees Internal
Improvement Fund of the State of
Florida (hereafter cited as Trustees
Minutes), volume 8 (Tallahassee,
1911), 7.
3. Ibid.
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5. Isidor Cohen, Historical Sketches
and Sidelights of Miami, Florida
(Miami, 1925), 93. Also see correspondence for December 12, 1912
and December 26, 1914 (From
Trustees file box #200, Tallahassee.)
6. F. W. DeCroix, Historical, Indust rial and Commercial Data of
Miami and Fort Lauderdale, Dade
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'Dania
by GLADYS COOLEY

Dania, Broward County's oldest incorporated city, was originally settled
primarily by Danes from Denmark,
and was nestled on what later became
Federal Highway, eig hteen miles
north of Miami and about four miles
south of Fort Lauderdale. In the early
days its residents were mostly farme rs
who planted their crops in the East
Marsh one season and the West the
next. Dania, like th e rest of southern
Florida, has three planting seasons,
whereas northern states only have one
because of the frozen ground.
My parents, Henry G. and Bernice
Beasley, settled in Dania in 1907, com·
ing from Tampa, where my sister
Bertha had been born the year before.
They were no strangers to the lower
east coast, having met and married in
Miami. In Dania, Papa bought an acre
lot with a big frame house with a wide
veranda across the front and a big,
high, pointy tin roof. When it rained,
the pitter-patter of drops on that roof
would lull us to sleep. I was born in
that house in 1910.
Life was much different in those
days before radio, television, and air
conditioning. Few people even had
telephones, and we had no warning if
a hurricane was coming, but we made
out alright. Like most Danians, Papa
farmed. In the fields he grew corn,
turnips, tomatoes, and, at times, strawberries. In later years Dania was

judged "the Tomato Capital of the
World," and held that distinction until
th e 1950s, when the intrusion of salt
water made farming decline.
In the big barn in back of our house,
Papa kept the horse, mules, wagon,
and feed supplies. The black hired
hands came early each morning to
drive the wagons out into the field
where Pop kept fertilizer and feed in
a shack which also had a well for
water. Raising a crop took plenty of
fertilizer, a nd we were in deb~ to Armour a nd Company until the season

ended. Then we h a d money in the
bank.
At dusk the wagons came rolling in
from the field. I would rush out to meet
Pop who rode in on horseback. He
would always pull me up in the saddle
in front of him for a ride to the barn.
Fannie, our bird dog, would follow,
barking all the way.
One day Fannie wandered down to
Main Street, which is now the Federal
Highway, where she was hit by an auto.
She dragged herself home, laid on the
porch where she liked to lay on hot

When Gladys Cooley was born in Dania in 1910, the small agricultural
town had only been incorporated for six years and was still part of Dade
County.
Mrs. Cooley's "Memories" of her childhood provide a rare, eyewitness
view of everyday life for a Dania farm family during the 1910s. Her clear
recollections of her earliest years are preserved here in colorful descriptions
of local personalities and sites and such distinctive regional experiences
as tomato packing, a visit from Seminole Indians, and a trip across the
Intracoastal Waterway by boat to the beach. With these are blended
remembrances of more universal phenomena, including Model-T Fords,
wood-burning stoves, and kerosene lamps which will spark the memory
of anyone who lived through this period.
These priceless reminiscences fill the human side of history so often
missing from the written record. Mrs. Cooley left Dania when she was still
small, but she has returned to Broward County in recent years, and presently
makes her home in Fort Lauderdale.
Winter/ Spring, 1990- 11

Bertha (left) and Gladys Beasley, Dania, 1914.

Henry G. Beasley, photographed in Miami, c. 1919.

.,

Bernice Beasley (left) and Henry Beasley
(right) at a family gathering in Miami in later
years. All photos on this page courtesy of
Gladys Beasley Cooley.
12- Broward Legacy

summer days , and died. She was Pop's
favorite bird dog, and he missed her
terribly when quail, dove, and deer
season began. When Pop was ready to
go hunting, Mom always packed him
a big hamper of food. He would pack
all his gear and head off into the Everglades for days. When he got home he
brought us all sorts of good food.
Mom always kept busy too. Beside
keeping house, she went each week to
the Ladies' Aid, Missionary Circle, and
the Quilting Bee, where the ladies
worked fast to finish a quilt each week.
Mr. Willers, who had come from Germany years before, ran the general
store, where anything from clothes to
pins, to groceries, yard goods, and drugs
could be had. Mr. Willers lived upstairs above the store. That tall general store building still stands today.
Mr. Willers would shuffle around,
trying to please everyone, while the
customers stood in circles, talking.
From time to time, they would stop
talking, shake their kids and tell them
to stop running all over, so that they
could talk some more and find out what
their neighbors were doing or planning
to do.
The ladies would also look at the
latest pattern book from Sears and

Roebuck of Chicago and buy yards of
material for dresses or curtains. All
the while the men sat on a bench out
front, talking to each other, waiting for
their wives, and eyeing everything or
anybody that passed.
After visiting Mr. Willers, Mama
would hurry home with a new pattern,
sure that no one else had it. She would
sew non-stop until the dress was finished and then stroll downtown for
admiring glances.
My grandmother on Mom's side was
Spanish. Her mother came from Minorca, an island off the coast of Spain.
In Saint Augustine, where Mom was
born, there are many Minorcans, most
of whose ancestors came to Florida in
1768, as part of a colony established
by Dr. Andrew Turnbull at New Smyrna. The old fort known as the Castillo
de San Marcos, many statues, narrow
streets, and the oldest house in the
United States all make Saint Augustine very pretty. In 1984, my daughter
may have found the cemetery where
her great-grandmother was buried in
1895. My grandmother died at the age
of thirty-nine.
Papa had ancestors of Scotch, English, and Irish origin. When I was grow-

ing up, Mom told me many things
about our family's past which I cannot
now remember.
After church and dinner on Sunday
afternoon, Mom would hitch up old
Nell, our white horse, for a ride to the
cemetery to place flowers on our loved
ones' graves. Then we would stop at
George Hinckley's hammock, later
known as Wyldwood, and pick rose
apples, smell the flowers, gaze at the
picnickers under the big live oaks
and palm trees, and then trot home.
Papa seldom went on these Sunday
drives. He preferred to rest on the big
leather couch that he had Mom order
from Sears in Chicago. I clearly remember the excitement of going to
the depot every day looking for it to
come.
Model-T Fords and motorcycles were
popular in these early years. It was a
banner day when Pop brought home
a Ford. We gathered around the new
car, "oohing" and "ahing," getting in
and sitting down. Right away, Mom
wanted to drive the car. To please her,
Pop sat her in the driver's seat and
showed her how it operated. The only
entrance to the early model Fords was
on the passenger side. Soon after we

got the car, Mom was driving it for
short distances.
One day, Mom looked at the shiny
new car sitting in the barn. Then she
started dressing me in my going-out
clothes. "We are going places," she
said, "but we won't tell Pop." Mom sat
Sister in the driver's seat, and, looking
very serious, wiggled the levers on the
steering wheel. One was the spark; the
other was the gas. She put me in the
back seat, then walked out to crank the
car, telling Sister to pull down the gas
lever when it started.
Mom , wearing a big hat tied down
with a scarf, a long skirt and gloves,
swung the crank around a couple
times, and the engine started. She
jumped into the car, pushing Sister
over, and got behind the wheel. Slowly
we moved away from the barn.
Sister kept hollering, "Mom, where
are we going?" as we started down the
road. Soon we were passing wagons,
a few cars, and stragglers walking
along the road waving for a ride. Mom
waved back and kept on going, telling
us children, " We will shop some in Fort
Lauderdale."
To get into downtown Fort Lauderdale we crossed over New River on an
old single-lane wooden bridge at
Andrews Avenue. On the north side of
the river, the street formed a circle.
This circle was formed by Andrews
Avenue on the east, Wall Street on the
north, Brickell Avenue on the west,
and North New River Drive on the
south. By going in one end of the circle
you could park, shop, and exit from
the other end without turning around.

\

..
Charles Willers' store on Main Street (later Dixie
Highway and U.S. Highway #1) in downtown Dania,
c. 1913-14.

.

~~

Brickell A venue, downtown Fort Lauderdale, c.
1919.
I

-1

Inside a Dania tomato packing house, c. 1910s-1920s.

I can still remember the many pretties we saw that day-things that Mr.
Willers didn't h ave in Dania. Leaving
a store laden with bundles, Mom
stopped to buy us each an ice cream
cone, then bundled us into the car.
Climbing in, she adjusted the levers ,
then walked out to crank-one, two,
three-but the car wouldn't start. Then
a fine looking gentleman, who looked
like Clark Gable, walked from a nearby
store and said, "I hate to see a fine
lady cranking a car; let me." He
cranked, and this time the car started
right off. Mom thanked the man kindly.
We moved out around the circle and
back over the bridge, home-bound,
tired and happy. Looking out the rear
view window we saw, placed along the
roadside, big pictures of Pearl White
tied on the railroad track, advertising
the picture show, as it was called then.
After we got home, Mom couldn't
keep her secret. That night, laughing
with her dark eyes flashing, she told
Pop about our trip. He reached out,
patting her dark hair which was coiled
in a big bun, and said, "You done that,
and you don't know how to back up!"
Mom said, "I just went where I didn't
have to back."
Wash day at our house began when
Rose, our black maid, walked out to the
woodpile to get kindling wood to start
a fire under the boiling pot, which sat
14- Broward Legacy

up on stones. She would put the clothes
into the pot, whites first, and then
punch them down into the boiling
water with a broom handle or a big
stick. When they were ready, she would
run a stick through the handles and
across the top of the boiling pot. Mom
would help her carry the tub to a wash
bench, where she removed the clothes,
rubbed them on a board, rinsed them,
and hung them out to dry .
The blacks, or Negroes as they were
usually called in those days, lived west
of the railroad tracks, and had to be
there by sundown. If a black woman
worked in white town after dark she
had to carry identification explaining
why she was there.
One day Rose was ironing while I
lay on the floor playing. Looking up
at Rose, I said, "Why are ynu so black
and I'm white?" She said, "Land sakes,
chile. It's the way the Good Lord
made me, same as He made you
white." Mom told me about that conversation years later. She had overheard our discussion.
Mom always wore a big hat, long
sleeves and gloves when she worked
in her roses and cratons, for southern
ladies wanted a peaches and cream
complexion. Sun tan was unheard of
then.
"Picking" time was always hectic,
stirring up the whole town. Farmers

worried if they would get their price,
and if after the bills were paid and the
tomatoes sold, they would still be
ahead. Ladies usually visited Mom
asking if she was packing this particular season. The tomatoes had to roll
on time to the big packing houses close
to the railway, so they could be packed
and shipped while still green.
The packing houses were long
wooden sheds with high roofs. Inside
were long rolling belts and long, low
benches, where the packers stood. The
packer had, placed beside him, a crate
divided into four parts. Quick as lightning, he would grab a tomato from the
rolling belt, while with the other hand
he grabbed a tissue, wrapped the tomato, placed it in the crate, and repeated this process until all four
compartments were full. Then he
would reach into his apron pocket and
remove a number which he would place
on the crate or between the baskets.
He would set that crate behind him on
another low table and then grab another crate. Thus, at the end of the
day he knew how many crates he had
packed and how much money he
had made.
One year, Mama had decided not to
pack until Pop ran in one night, all
excited, and told us that one of his
packers had taken sick, and a replacement was desperately neec1 ed.
Early the next morning Rose did
not come to care for me, so Mom took
me along to the packing house and sat
me on a bench near her. She worked
fast, but by noon I was restless, so she
took me home. I stayed with Rose the
next day, and for quite a few days until
the packing was done and the tomatoes were rolling on their way across
the country.
Our stove seldom went out since we
used it for cooking, heating and for
bath water. In Florida, the temperature can drop suddenly in winter,
although it is not long before the
weather warms up again. Sister and
I had our baths in a tub in front of
the stove. On cold mornings we could
hear Mama and Pop laughing about
who would get up in the cold to get
the stove going. Mom usually won,
and we could hear Pop lifting up the
grates and putting in the kindling
wood. We would snuggle down under
Mom's warm quilts until the stove
warmed the room. When we dressed in
front of the stove, our fronts were
warm but our derrieres were cold!
All morning, Mom used the stove to
cook a big dinner-cakes, pies, greens,
corn bread, biscuits, pork or beef. On
the farm we were always up early,
worked hard, and had a big dinner,
then cold leftovers for supper. Some of
the field hands usually came up to the
house to eat dinner and set out under

When she walked back, the Indians
were at the door. She handed the 'shine
to them and then said, "Wait." She
gave them a bit of leftover meats, pies
and cakes. They walked away, disappearing into the woods behind the barn.
Summers were grand times in old
Dania, especially the beach outings on
the Fourth of July and Labor Day.
Mom always packed a big hamper of
southern fried chicken, buttermilk
biscuits, fresh churned butter, green
tomato pickles and tomato preserves,
cakes and pies. We traveled in Pop's
boat up the canal to the beach. Now
a four-lane boulevard, Dania Beach
Bodevard, bridges the Intracoastal
Waterway to the beach. Neighbors
the big mulberry or guava trees. Pop
would take their food out to them.
Others stayed out in the field eating
rice and pork ribs-soul food-from
their tin buckets.
Sister and I liked store-bought bread
for snacks. If we turned up our noses
at the table, Pop would bellow, "We
haven't got mocking-bird tongue on
toast-eat!" We ate.
The Seminole Indians lived in chickees out in the Everglades, often called
the "River of Grass." There, on hammocks amidst flooded glades, streams
and canals, they built their chickees
from the fronds of palmetto and palm
trees. The floor or platform was high
off the ground. Chickees were cool · in
the summer, and if a hurricane came,
the wind blew right through them.
They were safe, too, from snakes and
wandering panthers and wild cats.
One morning three Seminole Indians knocked at our back door. Sister
had been in her swing under the guava
tree, and when she saw them she ran
inside. I was very young, so I hung on
to Mom's skirt in the doorway . One
Indian said, "We want fire water
(whiskey)," adding, "Me work." Mom
pointed to the pine logs laying out by
the woodpile and said, "If you chop
that wood ... " The Indian walked over
to the woodpile, picked up the axe and
bP-gan chopping. As Mom talked, she
latched the screen door-the door
that was never locked. She reached to
a key high up on a hook, walked to
Pop's den and unlocked the door. There
sat a desk and chairs, where Pop did
his book work and had men friends in
for a drink and talk, and in the corner
stood a double-barreled shotgun. Mom
reached to a high shelf and took down
a bottle of moonshine, which had been
sitting there among several bottles.
While she stood there, Mom eyed the
gun. Pop had taken her out into the
'glades to learn to shoot it, but he had
told her never to shoot it unless her
life was in danger.

usually joined us, bearing good food.
We children ran on the golden sand
searching for sea shells, while the
men played ball.
After we ate the ladies cleared away
the food and then, giggling, went
behind a big patch of sea grape trees
to change into bathing suits with
bloomer legs and stockings. The tops
had short puffed sleeves. Bathing suits
were far from revealing in those days.
The men went off in another direction,
to another patch of sea grape trees,
and changed into knee-length suits
and sleeveless tops.
The rest of the day was spent jumping the big waves, laughing and dunking each other. We kids built sand

Seminole Indians (above), with their colorful traditional costumes, were
a familiar sight in Dania in the 1910s. Dania Beach (below) was still
an unspoiled wilderness when this 1923 photo was taken.

castles, only to have the waves wash
them away. As the sun set in the
west, Pop said it was time to go, and
we climbed into the boat for the journey home.
One New Year's Pop and some men
friends were drinking moonshine,
laughing and smoking, and they set
Pop's boat on fire. They managed to
swim to the canal bank. The boat
burned up, and they had to walk back
to town, wet.
Trips to the beach were always a
treat, and a journey all the way to
Miami was quite an occasion. I recall
once when Mama said we would be
going to Miami on Saturday to visit
her sister, my Aunt Isabelle. We waited
anxiously through the week, but when
Saturday came, Mom decided that
we weren't going after all. I stomped
my feet and yelled loudly. I never could
take disappointment. I was a rebel
until later in life when so many things
hit me that I learned I couldn't win.
Mom went out the back door to the
guava tree, taking a knife to cut a
switch. I hid, but she found me and
switched my legs. Sometimes when
Mom went out to get a switch I'd run
way out back of the barn until I knew
she was not mad at me anymore.
Unlike me, Sister had Pop's temperament and was calm about everything.
One day, not long after my disappointment over not going to Miami,
Mom cut my dark red hair to a Buster
Brown style with bangs. Then, hugging me, she said, "We're going to
Miami this Saturday." For the trip,
Sister and I dressed in sailor dresses,
white stockings and small, straw sailor
hats. I can still remember how happy
I was when Pop took us to the station
that Saturday and handed our suitcases to the conductor. I loved riding
on the train.
After we took our seats in the train ,
a fine gentleman sat across from us.
Pointing to me, he told Mom , "That's
the prettiest little girl I ever saw,"
and added, "Those brown eyes will
break a boy's heart some day." He gave
Mom a whole dollar to spend on me.
Mom asked him , "Do you have a
family?" "No," he replied, "I am a
traveling salesman; my life is on
the road."
After we arrived in Miami, Mama
hired a hack-a horse and carriageand we clop-clopped over the thenbrick streets to my aunt's big house,
which had a veranda running all the
way across the front and half way up
the side. My cousins, Dorothy, Ralph
and Robert, and Aunt Bell ran to meet
us. You'd have thought we'd never get
done hugging and kissing and carrying on. Then we kids were rushed
outdoors to the swings under the big
16- Broward Legacy

oak and palm trees, so the grown-ups
could talk.
Ralph, who was fourteen, had a
gramophone which we had to wind
up to play records. He talked about
seeing Tom Mix, Mary Pickford and
Charlie Chaplin at the show for ten
cents. He would put on baggy pants,
a derby hat and a cane, and kick his
heels just like Charlie Chaplin. When
his mother played the piano, he sang
and tap danced, soft shoe. He had such
talent, but he died when he was only
twenty-nine.
At one point during this visit,
Mama and Aunt Isabelle, who was a
beautiful woman, left us at the picture
show so they could go shopping at
Burdines. I know that Mama must
have had a ball seeing all the pretty
things there, including dresses hanging "ready-to-wear." Later she said
that she had spent all her packing
money from tomato season at Burdines. Within a week, through, Mom
decided she had to get "these kids"
home. I know she missed Papa. I still
have many happy memories of Aunt
Isabelle's house in Miami. It was there
that I saw my first flush toilet, and
a big tin tub in the bathroom.
Pop was so glad to have us home
that we celebrated by going to the
show in Fort Lauderdale. A piano
player down front played really fast
during the exciting parts, then real
dreamily for the love scenes. On the
trip back, Papa wrapped a blanket
around Sister and me as we sat in the
back seat, to protect us from the cold
wind which blew right through that
old Ford.
Although most early settlers of
Dania were farmers, not everyone we
knew farmed. Some grew the coontie
plant to make starch. Others made
fertilizer from mixed soils, while some
manufactured tannic acid from the
plentiful mangroves that grew along
the shore.
Papa's brother, my Uncle Will,
visited us from Arch Creek, about
fifteen miles south of us, arriving on
his motorcycle. During his visit, Pop
rode around with him quite a bit. Soon
Pop decided he had to have a motorcycle, too. He bought one, but, a short
time afterwards, he was thrown off by
a passing car, whose side door swung
open, and suffered a broken nose and
arm. Mom fussed so much that he got
rid of the motorcycle right away.
By this time, a war had been going
on for several years in Europe, where
the Kaiser wanted to rule the world.
When Uncle Sam got involved, the
war was soon over. I remember lying
on the floor during the wartime,
watching Mama comb her long hair.
Then she would sit in a chair and cry.
Her brother, my Uncle Bruce, was in

France. He was so close to the fighting,
he wrote, that he could hear the big
guns in the front lines. Being nearsighted, he did in the army what he
had always done in civilian lifebookkeeping-and he lived to come
home.
Uncle Will was also in the service,
stationed on a destroyer, mostly in
home waters. He, too, came home safe
to marry and become the father of
nine children.
In Dania, the townspeople had it in
for poor Mr. Willers because he was
German. Papa stood on the corner of
Main Street one night and told a
group, "Leave Mr. Willers alone. He
has lived in this country a long time.
He will not harm you." They listened
to Pop as well as to the town marshal,
and there was no more talk of bothering Mr. Willers. Pop was classified
as 4-F by the draft board because he
was married and had two children. I
didn't remember many of these wartime incidents because I was so young,
but Mom filled me in after I grew up.
On Saturdays, Papa trimmed the oil
lamp wicks, and Mama polished the
chimneys. The chimneys with the
hand-painted roses went into the
parlor, which was kept locked and
opened only for company. A heavy
crocheted scarf lay on top of the piano.
Another hand-painted chimney went
on the lamp in Pop's den .
When my aunt and cousins came up
from Miami by train to visit, we kids
spent much of our time in our playhouse in the barn, where Papa had
built a small stage for Ralph to dance
on. After supper, we went into the
parlor where Mama played hymns on
the piano, and we would sing. Then
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my aunt would play "The Missouri
Waltz" and Ralph would sing. Then
she would play "The Black Hawk
Waltz," a real fast number, and she'd
trill the keys. She also played a few
songs we didn't know. These city
relatives went out more than us country people.
After listening to Mom and Aunt
Isobelle play the piano, we would all
go out on the veranda to sit and rock,
or fan ourselves with palmetto fans
on a hot night. As darkness set in, we
kids would chase fireflies. Then Pop
would tell hunting stories, or the story
about riding horseback from his birthplace of Orlando to Miami, a trip which
took a week, with his faithful dog
along. He often told of laying on a pallet at night, by a big fire, waking at
times to put more wood on the fire, to
keep panthers, bears, snakes and wildcats away.
One day, we kids got tired of playing
in the barn. We went outside to the
ladder Pop had left leaning there. Up
we climbed, and began playing on the
barn roof. Somehow, I fell off. I was
told by Sister, in later years, that no
one had pushed me. When I came to,
Mama was leaning over me, rubbing
my hands and saying, "My baby, my
baby ... " But in a little while I was
playing again with nothing broken,

thank the Lord. Needless to say, that
time we all got a tongue lashing, and
strict orders for no more playing on
the barn roof.
With all of my earliest memories
there, it was hard for me to believe
that our life in Dania would come to
an end, but Papa eventually grew tired
of farming, so we sold the house, the
horse and mules, and all the supplies.
Sister and I stood in the barn, crying
and telling our cats goodbye. Neighbors had promised to feed them. In a
corner stood an old trunk with castaway clothing we had played house with
and a few torn up dolls. I felt as if we
would never be happy again.
We moved to an apartment in Miami
where Pop worked in the building
trade, constructing houses. Sister and
I were so lonely in Miami that Mom
would often take us on a ferryboat ride
to Miami Beach. There was no causeway then. At Smith's Casino on South
Beach we could rent a swim suit, towel,
and a tiny bathhouse, in which to
change, for two hours for twenty-five
cents. We played on the sand and
picked sea shells. A life line went a few
yards out into the Atlantic Ocean for
the few brave souls who went in for
a swim at night, but this practice ended
when people kept seeing sharks.
Our life in Miami was much different
than it was in Dania, but that is

another story. In later years, whenever
I go through Dania, I drive by Mr.
Willers' store with a lump in my throat.
It is nestled in between fast food chains
and antique stores. I pass by the old
Nyberg House on Main Street, now the
Federal Highway, and Stirling Road.
It is made of Florida coquina rock, and
I think it will stand forever.
I pass by Mrs. J.W. Black's house
on Southwest First Avenue, where kids
used to throw rocks at Billy, her ninefoot alligator in the big pond in her
yard, when she was away. Two blocks
down I see a big apartment building
where our house once stood. West on
Stirling is the intersection with I-95,
a fast, six-lane expressway.
I drive out to the beach, which is
heavy with traffic, stores and condominiums, and I sit on the sand watching
sailboats waving in the wind, out in
the green ocean. Farther out are
freighters going to and from many
ports. Here, a person can walk out on
the fishing pier to fish or just to look
at the sparkling, sunlit sea and the
tropical fish darting in and around the
pilings. An endless stream of tourists
from all over the world parades by. The
sea grape clusters I remember from my
childhood have been long since
mashed into the sand, under the heavy
boots of workmen building high-rises,
condos and hotels.
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Downtown Dania scene, Dixie Highway, 1915.
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BACK TO BROWARD
THE "BACK TO BROWARD " LEAGUE AND
ITS BATTLE OVER EVERGLADES DRAINAGE
Although most south Floridians wholeheartedly
supported Everglades drainage in the early twentieth
century, the means by which to accomplish this goal
was long a matter of contention, especially after
construction of the initial Atlantic-to-Okeechobee canals
failed to produce the desired results. Small farmers
anxious to cultivate still-flooded lands, real estate
companies who had purchased large tracts for resale
based on state promises of drainage, and leading citizens
in coastal towns which stood to benefit by increased
population and trade in the interior were often united
in their criticism of state drainage policy.
Out of such criticism arose the "Back to Broward
League," organized in Fort Lauderdale in January 1915,
under the guidance of former Mayor William H .
Marshall. Backed by a number of prominent citizens in
the area soon to become Broward County, the League
advocated using the balance of state-owned Everglades
land as collateral to finance completion of the
reclamation project, and transferring management of the
project from the Trustees of the Internal Improvement
Fund to a special commission to be headquartered in
south Florida.

As statewide elections approached in 1916, the
League issued a booklet designed to gain widespread
public support and to force commitments to its program
from gubernatorial and cabinet candidates. The booklet,
including a series of unique, original cartoons, is
reprinted here in full.
Not all Floridians - even in Broward County supported the sweeping changes proposed by the Back
to Broward League. "Back to Broward: Another View,"
printed here on pages 33-35, outlines the opposing view
as written by an unidentified Tallahassee author and
published, with obvious approval, by Colonel George G.
Mathews in his Fort Lauderdale Sentinel.
Despite strenuous efforts on the part of its leaders,
the Back to Broward League failed in its attempt to gain
statewide support. In 1917, after state officials declined
to adopt its proposals, the League brought suit against
the Internal Improvement Fund in federal court, asking
that the Fund be placed in receivership and that large
sums of both money and land be assessed from the
railroads. When this suit failed, the League faded into
oblivion, but disputes over the management of
Everglades land have continued to the present day.

Back To Broward
Drain the Everglades; make good on Florida's promise s to
th e United States Government and
to the people of our sister states
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Save The Honor of Florida
Constitution of the "Back to Broward League"

canals to carry off the rainwater that
falls upon the Everglades proper.
The Everglades is the biggest single
body of reclaimable land in the world
and is among the easiest and cheapest
to reclaim. A comparatively few dollars per acre spent in drainage works
will reclaim this vast prairie and make
it one of the m ost valuable assets that
the State of Florida possesses.

ARTICLE I
NAME
The name of this organization shall be
" Back to Broward" League.
ARTICLE II
OBJECTS
The objects of this organization are:
Section 1. To aid in the drainage
and development of the Everglades.
Section 2. To cooperate, for the common welfare, with all men interested
in the Everglades.
Section 3. To place before the people
of Florida the real facts with regards
to the Everglades, its history, its
present status and its future possibilities.
Section 4. To inform the people of
the State of Florida of the obligations and duties incurred and assumed by them with reference to the
drainage of the Everglades and the
manner in which these obligations
and duties have been treated by the
several State Administrations.
Section 5. To urge the immediate redemption of all pledges made by the
State and its Officials with a view
to saving the honor and reputation
a nd the fair name of Florida.
Section 6. To urge that future State
Administrations avoi d the mistakes of those in office since the
death of Napoleon Broward and,
"Going back to Broward," adopt
and carry out, in its essentials, the
drainage plan of this greatest of
Florida's sons.
ARTICLE III
MEMBERSHIP
Membership in this League may be
held by a ll comm ercial , agricultural,
marketing and other organizations,
and firms, corporations and individua ls interested in the drainage and development of the Everglades, that
apply for membership, and cooperate
to further the objects of this League.
ARTICLE IV
LOCATION OF OFFICE AND
BRANCH ORGANIZATIONS
The General Office of this League
shall be at Ft. Lauderdale, Broward
County, Florida, but branch offices
may be established at any place in
Florida where a sufficient number of
persons apply for membership in the
League.
ARTICLE V - OFFICERS
The carrying out ofthe objects of the
League shall be, so far as it is in his
power, the duty of each member, but
it shall be particularly the duty of the
following officers: An Executive Com-

This portrait of Governor Napoleon B. Broward was printed on
the cover of the "Back to Broward" pamphlet, which invoked his
memory to hasten Everglades
drainage.

mittee of five members to be chosen
from the membership of the League,
a President, Vice-President and Secretary-Treasurer, who shall be members of the Executive Committee and
chosen by it.

*************************************
DESCRIPTION
OF THE EVERGLADES
The Everglades is an immense
prairie containing over four million
acres of land. Its watershed contains
three million acres additional.
The flood waters from Lake Okeechobee and the watershed to the north
and west thereof overflow the bulk of
this great prairie at certain seasons of
the year and make it too wet for successful cultivation.
The Everglades, while nearly level,
slopes gradually from about six feet
above sea level in the southern and
eastern portions near the coast, to
about 20 feet above sea level near Lake
Okeechobee. With this elevation it can
be readily seen that it is not a difficult
engineering feat to build enough
control canals to carry off the flood
waters from the lake, and enough other

Size of the Everglades
Four million acres does not spell very
much in cold figures, but a few comparisons will serve to illustrate.
The Everglades is larger than
Escambia, Santa Rosa, Okaloosa and
Walton counties combined. For another illustration, Gadsden, Liberty,
Leon, Franklin, Wakulla and Jefferson
counties combined will just about total
the Everglades acreage. In Central
Florida, the total land surface of Bradford, Clay, Alachua, Putnam and Marion counties could all be contained in
the Everglades with room to spare.
The State of Connecticut is not far
from being the sa me area as the
Everglades. It would take two states
the size of Delaware to make the
Everglades. The State of Rhode Island
supports half a million people, and the
Everglades is four times as large as
Rhode Island.
The Everglades is approximately
half the size of Holland, a nd Holland
supports a population, mostly farmers,
of six million. At this rate, the Everglades, when drained , should support
three million people.
With only one family on every 80
acres, leaving the towns out of account,
the Everglades would support 50,000
families, or with an average of five
members to the family a population of
250,000. This is a conservative estimate.
What Is Produced and Can Be
Produced in the Everglades
In those portions of the Everglades
now most nearly drained , the wonderful ability of the Everglades soil to
produce various crops has already
been proven.
Nearly everything that has been
tried grows very rapidly and luxuriantly.
Grapefruit and other citrus fruit
trees mature rapidly on Everglades
soil, and the fruit is excellent. Vegetables of nearly all kinds are produced
in abundance, yielding in some cases
several hundred dollars per acre in a
single season.
Sugar cane, grasses and forage
crops mature rapidly and seem to be
at home in Everglades soil. Grasses
and forage crops can be cut many times
throughout the year.
Cattle thrive particularly well on the
Everglades. Hogs, both pure blooded

stock and native, thrive here in a most
satisfactory manner.
Other States regard their reclaimed
wet lands as the most valuable land
within their boundaries. Florida has in
its Everglades a more wonderful area
of reclaimable land than has any other
State in the Union.
In many parts of the Middle West,
Illinois for example, with about a five
months' growing season, the best
farming land is valued at over $200 per
acre. With a twelve months' growing
season, how shall we value our Everglades land?
With the Everglades reclaimed and
added to the State's other millions of
acres of productive land, Florida will
take the position to which it is justly
entitled - the leading farming State
in the Union.

State Taxes from Everglades,
When Drained, Should Pay
Florida's Administration Expenses
If we value Everglades land, when
drained, at only $15.00 per acre, as
much of the South Florida prairie land
now in crop is returned for assessment,
the Everglades when drained would be
valued for taxation at Sixty Million
Dollars and would produce at the present State millage $300,000 per year in
State taxes. Undrained, and in its
present condition, the Everglades
produce less than $50,000 State tax.
When drained and placed under cultivation, however, the assessed value
per acre of the Everglades should be
$50.00 per acre instead of $15.00, and
would probably be thus assessed. The
total assessed value of $200,000,000
would produce a State tax of One Million Dollars per year, or more than
enough to pay all the expenses of the
State Government of Florida on the
present basis of cost.

.Paying no attention to the proper disposition of the "swamp and overflowed" land, public servants yielded
to the demands of railroads and transportation canal companies and proceeded to give away approximately
17,000,000 acres, the heritage of the
people of Florida. All a railroad seemed
to need was a name and a board of
directors to get a share of the rich
spoils. There followed a riot of squandering these lands. In blocks of all sizes
from a few thousand acres up to over
2,500,000 acres to one corporation, the
"swamp and overflowed" lands were
diverted from the people and their
proper use of financing drainage, and
were illegally granted to private corporations.
3. Broward Found "Bank Account"
Overdrawn.
When Broward was inaugurated as
Governor, he found land grants outstanding, the total of which exceeded
the total acreage of "swamp and overflowed" lands in the State. Several
million acres more had been granted
than actually existed.
He maintained that the so-called
"State" lands in the Everglades should
be devoted to reclamation , and after
having sold several hundred thousand
acres for drainage purposes, he reiterated time and again that if any further
funds were needed, all of the remaining
"State" lands in the district would be
used, if necessary, to complete this
great work.

The Contract of the State of Florida With the United States
1. On the Part of the United States.

(We quote some of the most vital
clauses only.)
"AN ACT to enable the State of
Arkansas (and other States) to reclaim
the "Swamp Lands" within their
limits.
"BE IT ENACTED by the Senate
and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress
assembled, That to enable the State of
Arkansas (and other States) to construct the necessary levees and drains
to reclaim the swamp and overflowed
lands therein, the whole of those
swamp and overflowed lands, made
unfit thereby for cultivation, which
shall remain unsold at the passage of
this act, shall be, and the same are
hereby, granted to said State ...
"PROVIDED, however, That the
proceeds of said lands, whether from
sale or by direct appropriation in kind,
shall be applied, exclusively, as far as
necessary, to the purpose of reclaiming
said lands by means of the levees and
drains aforesaid ...
SECTION 4. AND BE IT FURTHER
ENACTED, That the provisions of this
act be extended to, and the benefits be
conferred upon, each of the other
States of the Union in which such
swamp and overflowed lands, known
as (and) designated as aforesaid, may
be situated.
"Approved, September 28, 1850."
2. On the Part of the State of Florida.
(We quote the most vital clauses only)
"AN ACT to secure the swamp and
overflowed lands lately granted to the
State, and for other purposes.
"SECTION I. BE IT ENACTED BY
THE SENATE AND HOUSE OF

*************************************
BACK TO BROWARD
AND HIS POLICY
OF REAL DRAINAGE
Over Half of the Land in Florida
Was Received by the State Subject
to the Condition of Drainage
1. More than 20,000,000 Acres
Accepted by Florida Under the
"Swamp and Overflowed Land Act."
These lands were scattered over
nearly every county in the State, and
represent the richest undeveloped
asset of the State. They will yet make
Florida the richest farming State in the
Union, but a change of policy is necessary to bring about this result.
2. Greedy Corporations Scramble
for Possession of Lands that Should
Have Been Used to Pay for Their
Drainage.
20 - Broward Legacy

This 1913 view ofthe Everglades from theN orth New River Canal shows
the flooded conditions that remained even after the canal was completed.
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In addition to the fact that the
contract between the United States
and Florida as to drainage and application of swamp and overflowed lands
to drainage purposes is undoubtedly
legally binding and enforceable.
It has even greater significance in
that it is morally binding, and the
people of Florida need no legal process
to make them keep their solemn
pledges. We believe that the people of
Florida will, by their votes, elect State
officers pledged to carry out the contract with the United States, to fulfill
the sacred trust of drainage, and thus
save the honor of Florida .
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REPRESENTATIVES OF THE
STATE OF FLORIDA IN GENERAL
ASSEMBLY CONVENED, That the
governor is authorized, and hereby
requested, to take such measures as to
him may seem expedient and most to
the interest of this State, in securing
and classifying the lands lately
granted to this State, designated as
'swamp or overflowed lands' ...
"That there shall be, and hereby is,
created and constituted a Board of
Internal Improvement for the State of
Florida . . . to determine upon and
recommend plans for the reclamation
of swamp lands, and to appraise the
value of said lands ...
"Approved January 10, 1853"
Later, in 1855, the Internal Improvement Board was changed to its present
form. (We quote a few important
clauses from the Internal Improvement Fund Act of 1855.)
"SECTION 2. BE IT FURTHER
ENACTED, That for the purpose of assuring a proper application of said
fund for the purposes herein declared,
said lands and all the funds arising
from the sale thereof, after paying the
necessary expenses of selections, management, and sale, are hereby irrevocably vested in five trustees, to wit: In
the governor of this State, the comptroller of public accounts, the State
treasurer, and attorney general, and
the register of State lands, and their
successors in office, to hold the same
in trust for the uses and purposes hereinafter provided ...
"SECTION 16. BE IT FURTHER
ENACTED, That the Trustees of the

Internal Improvement Fund shall ..
. make such arrangements for the
drainage of the swamp or overflowed
lands, as in their judgment may be
most advantageous to the Internal Improvement Fund, and the settlement
and cultivation of the land ... "
Passed the house of representatives
December 29, 1854. Passed the senate
January 2, 1855. Approved by the
governor January 6, 1855.
There is no question but that the
foregoing constitutes a contract between the United States Government
and the State of Florida.

The Supreme Court of the United
States says These Lands Should be
Used for Drainage Purposes.
(We quote from certain opinions
handed down by the highest court in
the nation.)
"The State, in accepting the grant,
was bound to devote the lands to the
accomplishment of the purpose which
Congress had in view, and there was
an implied agreement on her part to
take all the measures reasonably
within her power to make their application effectual to that purpose.
"Upon general principals she could
not tax the land while the title remained in the United States; nor while
she held them as Trustee of the United
States, which in view ofthe law, is one
and the same thing."
"The contract" (between the Federal
Government and the State - as it was
so declared by the court)" required the
State to appropriate the lands granted
to the purpose of reclaiming them.

THE BROWARD CAMPAIGN
1. Broward's Platform - "Recover Swamp Lands Illegally
Granted and Use Them to Pay for
Drainage.
Broward showed what it would mean
to the State of Florida to develop its
swamp and overflowed lands - apply
them to the purpose of drainage, first
wresting them from the hands of
selfish interests.
2. Broward Was Elected. He
Saved Millions of Acres of Everglades Land for Drainage Purposes.
He used the lands, saved from grasping railroad corporations, for the purpose of paying for drainage, selling
them from time to time as became necessary, in accordance with the conditions of the original grant from the
United States Government.
3. Broward's Plan - "Drain by
Units" - Leave Drained Lands
Behind the Dredges.
His plan further contemplated finishing drainage as the dredges moved
forward, and selling the land in
drained areas at a drained-land price
to carry on the work. After the work
was well started he did not expect to
sell undrained land at ridiculously low
prices, nor would this have been done
if his plans had been carried out.

*************************************
THE EVERGLADES
BOOM BEGINS
1. Land Operators at First Shy
of the Proposition, But Induced by
State Officers to Buy Large Tracts.
The only method at first of deriving
large enough sums of money to prosecute the work seemed to be by means
of sales of Everglades lands to colonization companies, which in turn
would sell the same to small buyers to
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make their homes upon. After many
negotiations, several large land operators were found who bought big tracts
upon the assurance of State drainage,
thus furnishing means to the State of
Florida to start the drainage work.
2. Sales to Thousands of WouldBe Settlers.
There followed a period of land
buying hardly equalled in the history
of any State. The wonderful Everglades, the region of mystery, the home
of the Seminole, were at last to be
drained by the State of Florida, and
homes made for millions of people
where before existed only a trackless
swamp. The Everglades appealed to
the imagination, they were something
big, something different from the
ordinary land proposition. Great enthusiasm was aroused and people vied
with each other to buy. Extensive
advertising and widespread publicity
on the part of the State and colonization companies attracted thousands of
purchasers. Many an agent has said,
"It was no trouble to sell Everglades
land; it sold itself." And, moreover, all
these buyers were fortified with the oftrepeated statements, "The project can
not fail. " "It is a State project." "The
State of Florida is back of it.".

*************************************
EVERGLADES ADVERTISING
BROUGHT PROSPERITY
FOR THE STATE AT LARGE
The Broward administration will
long be remembered as a period when
Florida began to grow in population
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and wealth as never before. The newspapers and magazines all over the
country contained glowing accounts of
Florida's great reclamation enterprise,
her balmy tropical climate and her
wonderful agricultural possibilities.
Florida was brought into the public eye
more prominently than ever before,
through Napoleon Broward's pledge to
drain the Everglades, and the fact that
the work was actually under way. The
words "Florida," "The Everglades,"
were on the lips of thousands of people
in every State in the Union. Interest
in Florida was general. People flocked
into the State. Colonization projects in
many parts of the State were organized. Business all over the State was
greatly stimulated. Land values all
over the State were increased.
Millions of dollars were made by the
people of Florida at large through the
wide-spread publicity accorded to the
Everglades.

*************************************
FLORIDA'S PLEDGES
WHICH INDUCED 20,000
PEOPLE TO BUY LAND
IN THE EVERGLADES
DRAINAGE OF THE
EVERGLADES A STATE DUTY.
THE
1.
2.
3.

PLEDGES THREEFOLD
Verdict of the People
Acts of Legislature
Pledges of State Officers

1. The Verdict of the People
Broward was elected governor on a
platform promising the drainage ofthe
Everglades. The people of Florida thus
placed themselves on record before the
world. No campaign in Florida before
or since has had the publicity of the
Broward campaign. The news was
heralded to every city and village
throughout the Union, " The State of
Florida is going to drain the Everglades."

2. Acts of Florida Legislature,
Providing for Drainage of Everglades, Gave Land Buyers Confidence in Project.
In 1905, in 1907, again in 1913, the
Florida Legislature (the Representatives of the People) passed laws,
calculated to bring about the drainage
of the Everglades. In 1915 the law was
again worked over to the administration's order.
All these various laws were passed
to provide for drainage of the Everglades, and to place the exclusive
control of all drainage operations in
the hands of the State officials.
3. Pledges of State Officers.
From so many it is difficult to select
a few. We will use direct quotations
only.
(Extract from Quarterly Bulletin of
the Agricultural Department of the
State of Florida July 1, 1909.)
"These lands (Everglades) are being
rapidly and successfully drained by
the State as well as by private and corporate owners ... "
"The general surface of the Everglades was thus subject to great
changes prior to the inauguration of
the system of drainage now so successfully underway."
This same matter quoted above was
moreover used again in 1910 and still
again in 1911 in agricultural reports
from the same office.
From the Minutes of Trustees of
Internal Improvement Fund, November 1, 1911:
"The Trustees of the Internal
Improvement Fund and the Board of
Drainage Commissioners have funds
in hand and available for the completion of the contracts made, and in addition have a sufficiency of land together
with the drainage tax being collected,
to construct such other canals as conditions may warrant."
From Supplement to Florida Quarterly Bulletins of the Agricultural
Department April1, 1915:
"In the campaign of 1905, the successful candidate for Governor was
elected on a platform pledged to the
drainage of the Everglades, and since
that time, notwithstanding the many

~
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Another Everglades scene from 1913 showing flooded lands which
greeted prospective settlers.
obstacles necessary to be overcome, reclamation by drainage has on its own
merits, gradually become one of the
fixed policies of the State."
If you were a citizen of another State
and had read the foregoing and many
similar statements, would you have
any doubt as to Florida's being pledged
to drain the Everglades?
4. Advertising Matter Was Sanctioned and Paid for by State Officers out of Public Funds to Aid in
the Selling of Everglades Lands.
At a meeting of the Trustees of the
Internal Improvement Fund (State
officials), April 9, 1912, a resolution
was passed providing for the spending
of approximately $1,000 to partially
pay the cost of a junketing trip of newspaper men, in company with the State
officials, through the Everglades for
the purpose of sending out broadcast
"accurate information" regarding the
condition of the land, its value, etc.,
to keep the army of small buyers in
good heart and keep their money
coming into the land companies so that
the land companies could continue
tneir payments to the State. We quote
from the "Souvenir" booklet (published and distributed in 1912), which
was the product of the junketing trip,
paid for in part by the State officials.
"Now comes man, driven by necessity to complete God's plan and by
cutting a half dozen canals ... Presto!
North America's tropical winter
garden is ready for the sower ... "
"On account of the combined drainage and irrigation methods of reclaiming the Everglades, it can be truthfully
described as one ofthe safest reclaimed
land projects, from an agricultural or
investment
standpoint, ever attempted
,

"Gone forever are the Everglades. In
their place Florida today has 4,000,000
acres of tillable land, wonderfully
fertile."
"If the facts concerning the Everglades were generally known, there
would be a rush of settlers to Florida
and the land of the Everglades that
would see this wonderfully rich area
thickly populated with thriving farmers from the North within a few
months."
5. Senate Document Widely
Used as Land Selling Literature.
Senate Document No. 89, Sixtysecond Congress, First Session, con-

CHEERING

tains many promises of State reclamation of the Everglades. The Trustees
of the Internal Improvement Fund, at
a meeting held August 30, 1911, authorized their Secretary to order 10,000
copies of this document, the reason
given in the minutes being that said
document contained:
" . . . all official reports on said
subject, both National and State to
date."
The statements made in Senate
Document No. 89 were thus made the
official utterances of the State officers
in regard to the drainage of the Everglades. These documents were widely
distributed.
Among the quotations set out in this
Senate Document we append the following:
From resolution adopted by the
Legislature of Florida January 6, 1848:
"RESOLVED BY THE SENATE
AND HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF THE STATE OF FLORIDA
IN GENERAL ASSEMBLY CONVENED, That Congress be requested
to grant to this State all of said lands
(the Everglades) ... on condition that
the State will drain them and apply
the proceeds to the sale thereof, after
defraying the expense of draining, to
the purposes of education."
From resolution adopted by Florida
House of Representatives, May 31,
1909:
"RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES, That in view
of the magnitude of the operations
involved in the drainage of the swamp
and overflowed lands of the State, and
of the vast importance thereof, and of
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the great benefit to be derived therefrom, it is of vital interest to the people
of the State that the drainage operations now being conducted by the
Trustees of the Internal Improvement
Fund should be prosecuted with vigor
and economy, to the end that large
areas of immensely valuable lands
may be placed upon the market by the
State, to secure desirable immigrants
and to encourage the development and
use of the almost limitless natural
resources of the State, thereby increasing the wealth of the State and leading
to a co rresponding reduction in tax
burdens."
From Minutes ofTrustees oflnternal
Improvement Fund, vol. V, page 267:
"THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED
BY THE TRUSTEES OF THE INTERNAL IMPROVEMENT FUND, ALL
BEING PRESENT, That the Trustees
adhere strictly to the provisions of the
Act of January 6, 1855, Chapter 610,
Laws of Florida, as to their powers and
duties and the purposes for which said
trust was granted, and that they will
assert their rights and defend the title
to the lands granted and irrevocably
vested in them for the purposes therein
set forth of reclaiming said lands by
means of levees and drains."

*************************************
As further proof of the acknowledgement of the drainage obligation, even
at the very hour that the drainagetrust-lands were again being diverted
to other purposes, we quote below from
the Minutes of the Trustees of the In-

ternal Improvement Fund of December
27, 1912:
" ... The Trustees of the Internal
Improvement Fund are engaged in the
work of draining and reclaiming the
Everglades, which were patented to the
State of Florida by Act of Congress on
September 28, 1850, such work being
directed and required to be done by an
Act of the Legislature, approved January 6, 1855, imposing upon the Trustees of the Internal Improvement Fund
of the State of Florida the trust of
drainage and reclamation of the
swamp and overflowed lands acquired
by the State under the said Act of
Congress; and
" ... In the execution of the trust of
drainage and reclamation of said
lands the Trustees of the Internal
Improvement Fund are compelled to
expend large sums of money, which
sums are derived from the sale of
swamp and overflowed lands and a
drainage tax offive cents per acre upon
the lands lying within a certain drainage district; that the sale of the lands,
or pledging of them, to secure loans,
is absolutely necessary to a continuation of the work of drainage and reclamation of the lands and of the
discharge of the trust aforesaid."
6. All the Dealers in Everglades
Land Naturally Gave the Widest
Publicity to All These State
Pledges.
The 20,000 or more bu-yers of these
lands look to us, the people of Florida,
to see to it that our public servants
make good our promises of drainage.
They appeal to us to direct our State
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officials to go back to the Broward
policy of actually draining the lands
which the State has permitted to be retailed to small buyers, and not spreading over the entire map and measuring
results by dollars spent rather than by
acres drained.
Let Us Save the Honor of Florida!

*************************************
BROW ARD'S PLAN UPSET
AFTER HIS DEATH
1. Plan Abandoned of Actual
Drainage of Lands Which State
Permitted to be Sold to Small
Investors and Even Helped to Sell
to Them.
The plans of succeeding administrations have varied as political expediency and pressure from different
quarters prompted this or that change.
The land sold to small investors as
early as 1909 is largely still undrained.
These people have waited since 1909
- those who have not died or allowed
their land to be sold for taxes. They
feel that they have been betrayed and
they now appeal to us to insist that
our public servants carry out the
solemn pledges of drainage.
We Must Save the Honor of Florida.
2. The Present System of "Holding Out" the Swamp and Overflowed Lands from the Purpose for
Which They Were Received, Is
Crippling the Project.
One of the first acts of the present
Board of Trustees of the Internal
Improvement Fund was to pass a resolution, February 1913, reading in
part:
"It is the opinion of the said Board
that the drainage should be supported
and carried on by the drainage tax
which is levied upon the land within
the drainage district, and that the
State should not be required to dispose
of its lands for such purposes."
This resolution has never been
rescinded, although a subsequent
resolution states that the Board is
willing to sell a " reasonable acreage"
for the purpose only of improving
certain canals. But this offer to sell a
"reasonable acreage" is worthless, as
the greater portion of the lands will not
sell, being still largely under water and
unsalable.
This failure to place the so-called
"State" lands within the Everglades
district back of the project in a proper
manner and use them as a basis of
credit is fatal to the sale of bonds in
sufficient quantities to properly
finance the drainage.
It Is Up to The People of The State
to Insist That The Officials Use These
Lands for the Purpose for Which
Florida Received Them.

~(ap

of Florida showin~ an area equal to th~ 20,01)0,000 acre5 of uswamp

and overR,wed" lands taken over from the United States Government by
Florida under the trust of dra!nal!.,_..,quivalent to more than half the area
of the State.

~lar• uf Florida showing approximate acreage htld by the Trustee• of the
Internal lmrrov~ment Fund of the State of Florida, March, 1916. Note
how Florida s birthright has shrunk as a result of using this rich heritage
for railroads instead of drainage.
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Map ohowing approximate acreage in the Everglades Drainage
held by the Stat< when Governor Broward started the work of reclamation.
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Collection of maps showing the decrease in
overflowed lands held by the State of Florida. These
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Map of Everglades Drainage District showing approximate acreage held
by the Trustees of the Internal Improvement Fund of the State of Florida,
:\larch, 1916--<>nly about 1,500,000 acres being left after giving away most
of the land to railroads.
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maps and the accompanying captions, appeared in
the "Back to Broward" pamphlet.
Winter/Spring, 1990- 25
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DAMAGEDONEBYPRESENT
PLAN OR LACK OF PLAN
1. Project Is "Eating Its Head
Off."
There is no way of enforcing the collection of drainage tax against socalled "State" lands and passing valid
title thereto, any more than the State
capitol building can be sold for a State
debt, or the county jail for a county
debt.
Because of the mismanagement of
the project, and interminable delay of
drainage, the privately owned lands
are being rapidly forfeited to the Commissioners of the District for nonpayment of drainage taxes, and there is
no provision for the Commissioners
paying any taxes. For non-payment of
State and county taxes also, privately
owned Everglades lands in great
quantities are reverting to the State,
a nd the State, of course, pays no taxes.
The security is thus dwindling, and
it can not be expected, therefore, that
bond buyers would be especially attracted to Everglades drainage bonds.
The present authorized bond issue is
wholly inadequate and will only build
some of the general works and drain
comparatively little land, even if the
bonds should sell.
250,000 acres of Everglades land,
similar to that sold in 1912 in large
blocks for $15.00 per acre, was offered
in 1915, because the owner could not
pay his taxes, for $2.00 per acre, with
no takers. A shrinkage of value apparently from $15.00 to $2.00 per acre!
The project under the present reactionary policies is going backward, regardless of the supposedly large sums
of money spent, to which the officials
point with great pride.
2. Florida's Credit Injured.
There is no question that the failure
to make good on the Everglades project
has hurt the sale of drainage bonds all
over the State and has frightened away
millions of dollars of capital that would
otherwise have been invested in Florida for various forms of development.
Florida's name is a laughing stock
in financial circles; she is pointed out
with scorn as the State that has failed
to make good her solemn obligations.
Because of the reactionary policy and
questionable acts of her public servants, tens of thousands of would-be
citizens have almost learned to doubt
the integrity and good faith of their
principals, namely, the people of
Florida themselves. It has, therefore,
become a matter touching the individual and personal honor of every
citizen of the State.
Now that the plain, unvarnished
facts have been called to their notice,
26 - Broward Legacy

the people of Florida may be depended
upon to rise up in their might as one
man , and in righteous indignation
stamp out forever the blighting system
of withholding or diverting the drainage-trust-lands from their proper
purpose.
To restore confidence and save the
honor of Florida, and thus prepare for
a new era of prosperity, the people of
the State must require the officials to
carry out their honor bound contract
of drainage with the people of the
United States. The swamp and overflowed lands received by the people of
the State from the people of the United
States under the provisional trust of
1850, and almost all of which have
been illegally diverted or withheld by
unfaithful officials, must be restored

the canals under contract are to be
completed within three years from July
1, 1910. It has also at different times
sent out literature lauding the fertility
of the Everglades, and stating that the
drainage would be pushed with all
vigor, and in one at least giving the
idea that the land near the canals
would be available for farming behind
the dredges."
"We all think we have been goldbricked by ... and the State of Florida."
"When this purchase was made, it
was made on the representation that
the State of Florida was back of the
drainage proposition. Whether legally
back of it or not, they were back of it
morally in permitting the propaganda
to be made."
Hundreds of letters are in existence

to their rightful purpose, and the
Everglades drainage project placed
upon a sound business basis.
3. The Fair Name of the State
Blackened. Individual Buyers
Blame the State.
Read these extracts from their
letters:
"We do not ask for sympathy, but
for justice, as we were not deceived so
much by the big land owners as by the
State. The State undertook to drain the
Everglades when it accepted them
from the Federal Government. It set
a time when the main canals would
be finished when it let the original
contract to the Furst-Clark Construction Co. in June, 1910, stating that all

written, in the same tone as the foregoing, by buyers of Everglades land.
4. What We Are Losing
Hundreds of letters are also in
existence written to Boards of Trade,
Commercial organizations, the Everglades Drainage League, and individual citizens, from buyers of Everglades
land showing that these lands were
bought for homes. We are losing the
greatest opportunity ever afforded to
any State to add to its population and
wealth.
Not only is the district near the
Everglades suffering, but all portions
of the State. Not only are all Florida
drainage projects viewed with suspicion on account of the failure of the

Everglades project to date, but all
Florida land has suffered a loss in
actual value, or has failed to appreciate
in value, from the same cause.
We are actually losing thousands of
settlers each year through the odium
attached to the Everglades operations.
There are disappointed land buyers in
every city and village in every State,
and they do not hesitate to condemn
all Florida for its failure to make good
on drainage of their lands.
If you had bought land five, six, or
seven years ago, under promises of
drainage, and it was not only still
undrained, but no provisions made for
its drainage, would you not think and
say, as do the present buyers, that the
State has been a party to a gigantic
land swindle; would you not advise
your friends (as they do) to "Stay away
from Florida?"
We must Save the Honor of Florida
and make good with these people, and
thereby counteract as far as possible
the untold injury sustained by reason
of the bungling policies of our State
officials.

*************************************
THE MISERLY POLICY OF
"HOLDING OUT" STATE
LANDS, WORTHLESS AND
COVERED WITH WATER
We justly condemn a miser for
denying himself food, clothing and the
decencies of life, in order that he may
hoard up money.
The lands in the Everglades were
given to the State for a definite purpose, to be used for drainage, in order
that the lands might become habitable,
grow crops, and add to the population
and wealth of Florida. In their present
condition they are worthless, covered
with water, inaccessible. The people of
Florida are not going to approve a
policy of "holding out" these lands for
the mere satisfaction of counting so
many hundred thousand acres (under
water). The State officials are now
withholding them from their rightful
use, as the miser does his gold.
Florida has promised the United
States Government and the people of
other States to drain the Everglades
and to use the lands within the district
for that purpose. We must not break
Jur pledges to them, but must use the
means available - the lands themselves - to carry on the work to a
successful completion.
Not a dollar of public money from
;he general State treasury should be
Jsed to carry on the work - no State
ippropriation or general State bond
.ssue should be asked. The so-called

"State" lands within the district will
finance the project, if properly used for
that purpose.
Save the Honor of Florida.

*************************************
THE REMEDY - "BACK TO
BROWARD," AND POLICY OF
ACTUAL DRAINAGE
OFTHELANDSHELDBY
SMALL INVESTORS
Like most problems, the remedy, in
final analysis, is quite simple and
might be expressed briefly as follows:
(1) Go back to the first principles of

plain honesty and apply the drainagetrust-lands for the sole and unmistakable purpose of drainage, as was
clearly implied and expressed by the
Congress of the United States in its
Act of September 28, 1850.
(2) Elect only such men to the State
Senate and House as believe in carrying out this trust honorably, and who
will pledge themselves to enact a law
that will make it impossible to further
divert or withhold from drainage the
lands which were granted for that
purpose.
(3) Find out where the candidates for
high executive offices stand on this vital subject, and elect a State Administration which is in harmony with this
plan to SAVE THE HONOR OF
FLORIDA.
(4) When enacting a new law to
straighten out the present Everglades
entanglement, provide specifically for
transferring the project and management to a separate commission resident in the district, clothed with ample
authority to concentrate the drainage
operations and to complete the reclamation progressively on the unit plan;
also provide a method of taxation for
drainage purposes sufficiently flexible
to meet every contingency; also confer
necessary authority upon the commissioners to provide whatever security
may be required, including the lands
within the district, to facilitate the
issuing of bonds on a business-like basis, and in such amounts as will conform with estimates of capable engineers, such bonds to be marketed from
time to time as needed to vigorously
prosecute the drainage operations and
keep pace with economic requirements.
These essential points are included
in the platform and statement of
principals of the "Back to Broward"
League, which appears below.
A Short Statement of Facts and
a Definite Program to Repair the
Damage Done.
We believe that the State of Florida

made such promises of drainage as induced people to buy Everglades land.
We hold that the State of Florida
should carry out the promise of Everglades drainage promptly and efficiently, particularly in the areas which
the State permitted to be sold to thousands of small investors, under promise of State drainage.
We maintain that the present failure
to complete drainage in the areas
owned by small investors, is caused by
the mismanagement of the project and
consequent lack of funds.
We believe, and base our conclusions
upon the most careful investigation,
that this lack of funds is caused by the
fact that the original plan of completing the drainage of definite areas was
changed, and that the land given by
the United States Government to be
used to finance drainage works has
been diverted to other purposes, and
withheld from drainage purposes, by
Florida's State officers.
We know that the balance of 1,400,000
acres of so-called "State" lands still
remaining in the 'Glades is absolutely
subject to the conditions of the original
grant by the Government, that they
should be used as a basis of credit to
carry on the Everglades drainage
work, and that when drained they
should be sold and the proceeds used
to supplement the drainage taxes in
creating a sinking fund to retire the
bonds.
We maintain that when this residue
of 1,400,000 acres is unreservedly
placed back of the drainage proposition, a long step will have been taken
towards properly financing the Everglades drainage project.
We believe that with the proper financing arranged for as outlined
above, not only can the general works
be continued, but intensive drainage
works can be undertaken at once in the
areas sold in small tracts.
We believe that the Everglades project should be placed in the hands of
a special Board of Commissioners, who
should be located on the ground
instead of at Tallahassee, five hundred
miles away.
We believe that these Commissioners
should be clothed with proper authority
to employ necessary engineering talent,
and do all other things needful to vigorously prosecute the drainage work in
an efficient manner.
In the interest of justice, and in the
name of twenty thousand people who
bought land in the Everglades on the
strength of Florida's drainage promises, we ask that these things be done.

*************************************
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WHAT THE EVERGLADES,
DRAINED AND RECLAIMED,
MEANS TO THE STATE
IN MATERIAL WEALTH
1. State Tax from Everglades Now
About $500,000 per Year; When Drained
Should Produce $1,000,000 in State
Tax Annually.
The greatly added revenue from this
source will naturally reduce the taxes
to be paid by people residing in other
parts of Florida.
2. The Drainage of the Everglades
Will Easily Double the Population of
Florida.
Land values all over Florida will
increase. The density of population
largely regulates land values. Lands
in the West, for example, with one
person or less every ten square miles,
were valued at $1.25 per acre, the Government price. Land values in those
same sections today with a family on
every 80 acres are $100 to $200 per acre
- the same acres exactly. If the
doubling of the population of Florida
added only an average of $5 per acre
to every acre in the State, it would add
nearly $200,000,000 to land values. It
could scarcely be doubted that the
doubling of the State's population
would add much more than $5 per acre
to the value of lands in your neighborhood. On this basis, if you own 80
acres , for example, an added $5 per
acre would mean $400 to you - this
actual selling value added by an increase in population only.
3. Rapid Settlement of the Everglades Means Prosperity of State.
Completion of drainage and settlement of the Everglades by thousands
and tens of thousands of buyers mean
more markets for lumber; more busi-

ness for wholesale houses and retail
merchants, and consequent growth of
our cities; more goods shipped in and
more goods shipped out; more traffic
on railroads and more railroads and
steamship lines for the traffic; more
employment for labor, skilled and
unskilled; more money in the State
from the outside, hence more money
in our banks, and millions of dollars
additional to drain other districts, and
to develop Florida's resources. All
these benefits and countless others will
result from Florida's "making good"
on her drainage promises.

*************************************
PREPARE FOR PROSPERITY
Prepare for unprecedented progress
and development, by making good on
the State project of Everglades Drainage; by making good with the people
who have accepted State promi~es at
par value and bought these lands
because thereof; by letting the world
know that the Citizens of Florida are
jealous of their honor and that they
are demanding that their State officials make good the sacred contract
with the Federal Government.
When the drainage-trust-lands in the
Everglades are restored to their proper
status and actual steps are taken to
Save the Honor of Florida, the State
will be the beneficiary of unlimited
favorable publicity throughout the
length and breadth of this great land.
The whole countryside will ring with
unstinted praise of Florida's progressive spirit and the honorable determination of her citizens to carry forward
to sure success the unfinished work of
her greatest and noblest son. Words of
thanksgiving will issue from the lips

of unknown thousands, whose hardearned savings have been invested in
this , the world's greatest reclamation
enterprise, the Everglades.
Confidence will be re-established.
The State will experience an influx of
immigration and capital surpassing
all previous records , and every county
in Florida will receive its share of
benefits.
If it were possible to peer beyond the
veil, we feel sure that the benign spirit
of our beloved Broward would be seen
pouring his blessing upon the head of
every honest and loyal citizen who
does his part to bring about this happy
result.
Florida "Expects
Every Man to Do His Duty."

*************************************
"BACK TO BROW ARD"
LEAGUE
FORT LAUDERDALE, FLA.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
A. B. LOWE, President
ROBERT J. REED, Vice President
W. I. EVANS, Secretary-Treasurer
W. C.KYLE
F. A. BARRETT

*************************************
On account of the misappropriation
of the "swamp and overflowed" lands
and general mismanagement of the
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Among the prominent Broward Countians who served on the executive committee of the
Back to Broward League were A. B. Lowe of Davie (left, with Mrs. Lowe), who was also
the first chairman of the Broward County Commission, and Wilfred I. Evans of Fort
Lauderdale (right), who served as the first county attorney.

drainage trust, less than one acre in
ten has been drained in the sixty-five
years since the land was received by
Florida from the Federal Government.
All present drainage work in the
Everglades should be continued, but
much new work, especially in areas
sold to small buyers years ago, on
Florida's pledge of drainage, should be
undertaken without delay and pushed
vigorously to early completion.

*************************************
LEAGUE IS STRICTLY
NON-PARTISAN ADVOCATES
PRINCIPLES ONLY
The "Back to Broward" League is a
strictly non-partisan organization
and does not advocate the candidacy
of any particular aspirant or aspirants
for State office. Its activities are impersonal and its principal object is to
impress upon all candidates and the
public at large the importance of
adopting a business-like policy for the
drainage of the Everglades, in harmony with the contract existing
between the State of Florida and the
United States.

In order to learn the views of the
various candidates on this important
matter of rehabilitating the Everglades project, a letter was mailed by
the League during the month of April
to all who had announced their intention to run for the offices of Governor,
Comptroller, Treasurer, Attorney General and Commissioner of Agriculture
of the State of Florida.
All who desired to do so were thus
given an opportunity to express their
views and outline their plans with reference to this subject. Up to the date
of going to press the following replies
had been received:

*************************************
LETTERS FROM CANDIDATES
FOR STATE OFFICE
ERNEST AMOS
Candidate for Comptroller
Replying to your recent inquiry about
my attitude toward reclamation of the
Everglades, I can say I have been
friendly to this great project from the
beginning, having voted for it when
submitted to the people during Gover-

nor Broward's administration, and
otherwise assisted the cause.
I am a friend to the proposition and
favor pushing it to a successful conclusion as rapidly as conditions will
permit.
For some time drainage bonds have
been on the market without buyers.
During the same period municipal
bonds found ready sale. The same
force, the power of taxation, is behind
all alike. Then why the difference in
demand? Evidently because, to bond
buyers, at least, municipal bonds represent going concerns, while not
enough work has been done on the
drainage project or what has been done
is not sufficient to make its bonds
attractive to investors.
We can not hope to reclaim all the
'Glades at one time, nor afford to wait
the long years necessary for its accomplishment. In my judgment, we should
use our energies towards reclaiming
portions of it at a time, so that the same
may not only be reclaimed but be developed and quickly bring into being
the wonderful possibilities of this fertile soil, thereby restoring confidence
in this great project, to be followed by
Wint.Pr / ~nrino-
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renewed activity and new life, whereby
your section of our great State may
soon come fully into its own.

*************************************
A.J.ANGLE
Candidate for Comptroller
I wish to congratulate the people of
Broward and Dade Counties in their
efforts to redeem the pledges made by
the people of Florida to drain the Everglades.
Since the inception of the Drainage
Project by Governor Broward, I have
been heartily in favor of the drainage
of the Everglades, and if I am placed
on the Internal Improvement Board by
being elected Comptroller of Florida,
I shall use all the influence I possess
toward the successful termination of
this project.
If necessary, the State lands should
be placed behind the bond the same
as the privately owned land, because
the land undrained is of no value while
if drained and placed on the tax'books
would produce hundreds of thousands
of dollars in State taxes alone.
I appreciate the criticisms ofthe people of other States who have purchased
these lands and have been disappointed in the delay of draining the
lands they bought, and that the people of Florida will approve of the policy
that I hope to carry out, if possible, of
completing the drainage of the land
bought by small investors for the past
few years and have held for, say, six
or seven years. This should be the first
duty we perform in order that the people of Florida would continue to live
up to their reputation of doing the right
thing.
All existing contracts should of
course, be carried out in spirit and in
letter.

ION L. FARRIS
Candidate for Governor
In a speech delivered at Ft. Lauderdale on February 14, 1916, in the Broward County Court House, Broward
County, Florida, I commenced the
"Back to Broward" fight for the
drainage ofthe Everglades. I said then,
and I say now, that if I am elected
Governor, thus becoming Chairman of
the Board of Trustees of the Internal
Improvement Fund, I shall work, fight
and vote to have all the lands owned
by the State of Florida within the
Everglades drainage district placed
behind the project as pledged by
Governor Broward, either as pledged
for the payment of bonds or by sale
of the land as may from time to time
seem most advisable so far as the lands
may be necessary to drainage.
I shall vote, work and fight for the
adoption of a plan which will insure
adequate financial arrangements for
the drainage of this land. My present
idea is for a bond issue, secured by all
taxes from privately owned lands
within the Everglades Drainage District, and all land owned by the State
within that district. I am opposed to
the levying of taxes upon any land in
the State of Florida outside of the
Everglades Drainage District for this
purpose.
I shall vote, work and fight for the
appointment of a Drainage Board

*************************************
S. J. CATTS
Candidate for Governor
Your letter was handed me in Marianna yesterday.
In reply will say I favor the drainage
system of the Everglades and the hastening the completion thereof both by
the canals being put through on the
East Coast and the widening and deepening of the Caloosahatchee River on
the west.
If we can succeed in doing this work
perfectly we will have the richest section of the earth open to settlement.
If I am elected Governor I will help
in this course in every way I can.

*************************************
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Sidney J. Catts of DeFuniak
Springs, who won the 1916 race
for Florida governor, responded
to the League's request for an
endorsement with a brief and
rather non-committal statement.
(Courtesy of Florida Photographic
Archives.)

which shall contain the best engineering, business and administrative talent obtainable, to work under the direction of the Trustees.
The main drainage office ought to
be located on the ground, at the most
convenient and accessible place for
directing the work. As it is now, the
State is endeavoring to handle a
$400,000,000 project from an office
located five hundred miles away, two
days' distant in point of time. Such a
method of operation would not be
employed for a day in any private business of such magnitude.
I shall work, vote and fight as a
member of the Board of Trustees of the
Internal Improvement Fund, for the
adoption of the unit plan of drainage.
It is foolish and useless to attempt to
drain the Everglades as a whole. It is
impracticable in the first place, and in
the second place even if it were practicable, it is not desirable.
I will do all in my power to have some
of the land in the Everglades - as
large a tract as possible- drained and
reclaimed completely without delay.
This is necessary in order that public
confidence in Florida may be re-established, and the effects of all the unfa vorable publicity which Florida has
received on account of mismanagement of the Everglades affairs counteracted so far as that may be possible.
Besides that, 10,000 or 20,000 or 30,000
acres , or as much more as can be
drained immediately, when settled and
cultivated by thousands of home
seekers, who are now ready, willing
and anxious to go upon the land, would
be of far more value to the people of
the State than all the millions of acres
of undrained land which are now in
the 'Glades.
I shall endeavor, first, to drain the
lands which have been sold to small
purchasers, redeeming the credit and
reputation and the honor of the State
so fa~ as that is within my power, and
showmg to the world that the people
of Florida are jealous of Florida's honor
and bound by Florida's promises.
I will do all that lies within ffi"
power to save for the State all the land
that I can, but the land I save will be
drained land, no submerged land and
it will have some real value.
'
I will work diligently, and use all the
influence at my command to induce the
Federal Government to extend financial assistance to the Everglades and
all other drainage projects in Florida.
I have made this fight in every section of Florida from the beginning of
this campaign and I shall continue the
fight to the end.
I commenced my public career in 1904
as a follower of the late lamented Gov-

ern or Napoleon B. Broward on this
ISSUe.

I know what his plans and policies
were, and I shall do everything in my
power to carry out his promises to the
people and the pledge of the people to
the world.

*************************************

L. S. GRINER
Candidate for State Treasurer
No reply received up to May lOth.
*************************************
C.P.GWYNN
Candidate for Comptroller
No reply received up to May lOth.

*************************************
F. M. HUDSON
Candidate for Governor
During my three terms in the State
Senate, I have endeavored by my
record to convince my constituents
that it was my earnest desire to serve
them and the State of Florida.
I have always been a friend to the
Everglades drainage project. I supported Governor Broward's measures
while he was in office, and I still believe
that his policies were based upon
sound law and sound reason. I believe
that every vote that I have cast on that
question has been consistent with his
policies.
Under the original Act of Congress
all of the lands of the Internal Improvement Fund in the Everglades territory
are held in trust and are dedicated to
the accomplishment of drainage.
These lands should be sold or encumbered or used in any other way that
is best calculated to secure drainage.
Common justice demands that those
who are suffering most, viz., settlers
on the Everglades lands, and those
who bought lands there for home
building, should be relieved first, if it
is possible to do so.
These things I hope to see accomplished. I have tried on more than one
occasion to state this position in
language that no one could misunderstand.
When I was in Miami last, I had an
extended interview with Mr. W. J.
Kackley, an engineer, who has made
an exhaustive study of the entire
question. I found Mr. Kackley's views
most interesting and instructive.
He stated my own views so aptly that
I finally asked him this question:
"What would you do with reference to
the drainage project if you were
Governor?"

By way of preface, he said, "No man
can say positively at this time with any
degree of intelligence what he would
do with regard to Everglades drainage
if he were Governor. It would be
impossible, without the data in hand,
to formulate a fixed and final policy
either with regard to the administrative or legislative acts which are
desirable."
Mr. Kackley then proceeded with numerous suggestions which I requested
him to reduce to writing. He has since
submitted to me a statement which is
too extensive to publish within the
scope of this article, but the gist of his
views is contained in the following
extracts:
"One of my first acts ... would be
to appoint a commission to investigate
and render report upon the Everglades
drainage project from the standpoint
of a business undertaking ... on this
commission there should certainly be
an attorney, a financier, an authority
on agriculture and general farming,
and an engineer. These men should be
authorities in their respective lines of
work, and should be the best men obtainable in the United States.
"As Governor I should make certain
recommendations and suggestions to
this commission regarding the matters
to be investigated. I should instruct
them, first, to determine the truth regarding every feature of the project
and regardless of whether it hurt any
individual or not.
" .. . My instructions would furthermore contain, among other matters:
"1. Investigate and report upon the
matter of conflict of interests between
the State, land companies and individual buyers, and recommend a method
of eliminating this conflict.

"2. Investigate and report upon all
land sales and land grants made by
the State to date, and report upon the
matter of responsibility for the drainage of these lands.
"3. Investigate and report upon the
present policy of administration.
"4. Determine the probable agricultural value of the lands from the
standpoint of productiveness, after
they are reclaimed. In this connection,
attention should be called to the fact
that very probably it will be necessary
to produce staple crops instead of
winter vegetables when more than a
few acres in the Everglades are available for agricultural pursuits.
"5. From a consideration of the
economics of the undertaking and in
light of a purely business project,
should the Everglades be reclaimed as
a whole or in sections?

"6. Investigate and study the engineering reports which have been
rendered on the project and determine
whether sufficient data are now available to permit of the intelligent planning of reclamation works
"7. If sufficient data are not available to warrant proceeding with extensive drainage work, would the commission recommend the reclamation of a
small portion of the 'Glades as an
experimental project?
"8. I should explicitly call the attention of the commission to the advisability of studying all matters which
pertain in any manner to the possible
success or failure of the settlers in the
Everglades . . .

"9. I should instruct the commission
to recommend a comprehensive policy
of administration and finance to be
applied to the project.
"I should furthermore appoint an
engineering commission to investigate
the project and report upon engineering phases of the undertaking. This
commission should be composed of
engineers acknowledged by the engineering profession as authorities on
drainage engineering. This commission should give specific recommendation regarding the size and capacities
of the necessary drainage works.
"With the two foregoing reports as
guides, one to the administration
policy, and the other to the engineering
and construction policy, I should then
remove the administration from politics by creating a Board of Drainage
Commissioners to be appointed by the
Governor. The chief engineer and all
other employees of the commission
should hold office under civil service,
and I should in every possible way
endeavor to see that this Board and
all employees were entirely removed
from political influences.
"I should be guided by the recommendations of these two commissions
in my administration of the Everglades project. I will further say that
I would not be willing to carry on any
extensive drainage operations without
such a report and without such advice

"
Mr. Kackley is not speaking as an
engineer. Professionally he has decided views as to the proper and
necessary procedure to accomplish
drainage. But he intends what he has
said as his opinion of what views a
layman, unfamiliar with engineering,
ought to be expected to hold. In other
words, he has pointed out the course
that he thinks a Governor ought to
pursue to arrive at a correct conclusion,
and he thinks that such a course would
lead to the same conclusions which he
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holds, but which he has not expressed
in the statement from which I quote
above.
This is exactly the contention that
I have been making. I have insisted
that we need more light on the subject,
and that we ought to learn as we go,
and go as we learn.
I announced that in case of my
nomination I should thereafter devote
myself to a most painstaking investigation of the question so that I might
thoroughly familiarize myself with it
down to the minute details. I now
reiterate that promise.
I recognize, however, that Mr. Kackley's suggestion is the best yet offered
for acquiring the data necessary to a
final , just and effective conclusion .
Those who know Mr. Kackley will
agree that he is a competent and
disinterested critic, and that his heart
is in the work of Everglades drainage.
I know of no way to give better
evidence of my continued interest in
the drainage project than to say that
I approve the views above expressed
by Mr. Kackley, and accept them as
my own. This I can consistently do,
because in principle they are v1ews
that I have already expressed.

*************************************
W. V.KNOTT
Candidate for Governor
No reply received up to May lOth.

*************************************

J. C. LUNING
Candidate for State Treasurer
No reply received up to May lOth.
*************************************
W.A.McRAE
Candidate for
Commissioner of Agriculture
No reply received up to May lOth.

*************************************
E. P. THAGGARD
Candidate for Comptroller
No reply received up to May lOth.

*************************************
THOMAS F. WEST
Candidate for Attorney General
No statement for publication received
up to May lOth.

*************************************
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F. A. WOOD
Candidate for Governor
No reply received up to May lOth.

*************************************
PRINCIPLES OF
"BACK TO BROWARD" LEAGUE
I Believe
That Florida's promises of Everglades drainage are binding upon
Florida's citizens.
That all present contracts should be
completed, but that all future drainage
work in the Everglades should be
concentrated and completed in units
and that lands sold to small investors
five, six and seven years ago should
be drained first, as Governor Broward
planned.
That no State bonds should be
issued, neither should general State
funds be appropriated by the Legislature for Everglades drainage. All socalled "State" lands in the Everglades
district should be unreservedly dedicated to drainage and placed back of
bonds, in order that ample funds may
be raised for drainage as was intended
by the Congress of the United States
when granting these lands to the State.
The present issue of bonds is too small
to give real drainage for any consid-

erable area, even if sold in its present
form.
That with the project standing on its
own feet, the Everglades district is
entitled to " home rule" and local commissioners , even as any other drainage
district in Florida.
That the present policy of ignoring
State pledges of drainage reflects upon
the fair name of the State and is greatly
injuring all sections thereof.
That every candidate for State office
should pledge himself to SAVE THE
HONOR OF FLORIDA and, if elected,
to carry out the principles set forth
above.

*************************************
If you believe in these principles,
sign your name below and mail this
card to the League headquarters; this
makes you a member of the "BACK
TO BROWARD" LEAGUE. There
are no dues. Sign here:

Name __________________________
Address ________________________

Remarks ________________________

BACK TO BROWARD
ANOTHER VIEW

Reprinted from the Fort Lauderdale Sentinel
Friday, June 9, 1916, page 2

The Back to Broward League has for
ts motto, "Save the honor of Florida,"
10 one can quarrel with the motto as
mch.
The trouble with this League is, it
1ssumes that the honor of Florida is
n jeopardy and proposed to prevent
ts loss or to recover it, if it has already
)een cast away by the state officials
;ince the death of Broward, "Florida's
} reatest Son."
Now, this league to preserve the
1onor of Florida is a proposition made
argely by and on the special behalf
)f one of the corporations, under philmthropic guise, who own land in the
i<:verglades, to the end that the state
Nho owns about one million two hunired thousand acres ofthe four million
l cres of land in the Drainage District
;hall pay the bill for drainage .
The league says if the state does not
1gree to this proposition, which in~ ludes turning the whole business over
~o a board or committee to be chosen
'rom the land owners, including the
nembership of the corporations, and
et this board or committee go to work
1t once spending the money on the
'unit plan," whatever that is, she will
oose her "character in the comnunity."
The facts in the case are these:
Florida required all the swamp and
werflowed lands within her limits by
~he Act of Congress of September 28,

1850, but patents were not issued and
the title passed until the lands were
selected by the state and such selections approved by the United States
Government. Not until 1903 did Florida obtain the patent to the Everglades.
The congressional act of 1850 applied to all states in the union . The lands
were granted for the purpose of enabling the states to construct the necessary levees and drains, to reclaim the
swamp land therein , and the ?.ct provides "that the proceeds of said lands,
whether from sale or by direct appropriation in kind, shall be applied exclusively, as far as necessary, to the
purpose of reclaiming said lands."
The Supreme Court of the United
States has held that the grant was "in
presenti" without conditions and no
trust followed; that the obligation, if
any, to drain the lands was enforceable, if at all, only by the United States
Government and rested in the good
faith of the two sovereign powers.
In 1885, the Legislature of Florida,
in order to aid the work of certain
internal improvements consisting of
the building of railroads and canals in
the state, created the Internal Improvement Fund and placed all the swamp
lands in it, and then pledged them as
security for the interest upon bonds
that might be issued by the railroads
under the act. The fund had not been

relieved of this first trust until recently,
and it cost the fund many millions of
acres of land. The second trust was
contained in Section 16 of the Act,
which provided that the Trustees shall
make such arrangements for the drainage of the swamp lands as in their
judgment may be most advantageous
to the fund.
Now, between 1879 (nearly twelve
years before the first bonds issued by
the railroads under the act matured,
and long before that trust was discharged) and 1900 - the Legislature
granted to railroad corporations to aid
them in the construction of their roads
all the lands contained in the fund
including those to which patents were
thereafter to be obtained.
Many suits were instituted to force
the Trustees to convey the land by deed
to the different railroads, who claimed
them under the different Acts of the
Legislature. If they had succeeded
there would not have been enough such
land in Florida to go around, including
all the Drainage District.
In 1901 W.S. Jennings became Governor and at once offended the railroad
corporations by insisting that the
railroad land grants were subject to the
duty of the Trustees to "make such
arrangements for the drainage of the
swamp lands as in their judgement
may be most advantageous to the
fund." The railroads at once claimed
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that the "honor of the state was about
to be destroyed by the unprincipled
office holders, who for political reasons
only, were trying to deprive the railroads of that which in good faith the
Legislators had granted and the railroads had earned." So the railroads,
also at that time wanted to save the
honor of the state. Governor Jennings
said, "The Trustees must make arrangements for draining the lands." But
the patent to the Everglades was not
obtained until 1903. Governor Jennings successfully fought the railroads' position in the courts and laid
the plans for successfully concluding
these suits during the succeeding administrations.
Napoleon B. Broward succeeded
Governor Jennings. His administration began in the midst of many law
suits by the railroads against the
Trustees to compel the conveyance of
the lands. It was important that the
Trustees would make arrangements
for beginning the work of reclaiming
the Everglades, else the railroads
would say that the state showed no
disposition to drain the lands and
therefore the state's position could not
be maintained.
So Governor Broward went to work
"digging ditches." That he had no
plans, specifications, system of drainage or estimate of cost when he began
such work, no one who knows anything
at all about the history of this state
during the Broward administration
would deny. It was essential that a
showing be made toward actl'al drainage operations. In regard to financing
the project, Broward also realized that
the only reasonable, just, fair and
equitable plan for raising money to
carry on the work of reclaiming the
Everglades and lands that would
naturally be included in a drainage
district (that is to say, lands which by
reason of their location, the elevations
and depressions of the surrounding
country would naturally be affected by
drainage of the Everglades, many of
which were then owned or claimed by
railroads and other corporations under
railroad land grants) was by a special
tax for drainage purposes on all the
lands in the district to be benefited,
including those owned by the Trustees.
The lands of the Trustees would be
disposed of from time to time, as the
34 -
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Articles in the Fort Lauderdale Sentinel echoed the strong views of the
paper's editor, Colonel George G. Mathews (courtesy of Fort Lauderdale
Historical Society).
interest of the fund required, and the
proceeds applied partly to the payment
of the expenses of management of the
fund, partly for the payment of the
drainage taxes upon its lands, partly
to pay the proportion belonging to the
State School Fund, provided by the
Constitution of 1868 and 1885 and the
remainder for assisting in carrying on
the work of drainage as the Trustees
deemed most advantageous to the
fund. To this end Broward proposed
and the Legislature submitted in 1905,

a constitutional amendment providing
for the establishment of a Drainage
District and the levying of a drainage
tax on the land in the district to carry
on the work. The railroad corporations
and land companies which had acquired many of the lands opposed the
adoption of the amendment and it was
defeated at the election of 1906. At the
session of the Legislature of 1905, an
act was passed, Chapter 5377 (in
substance the same language as the
proposed constitutional amendment).

the Trustees saved from the Legislative land grants to railroads .
When Broward began his administration, he found the railroads claiming all the lands. He said "Save the
lands for the people." That was his
policy and to that end he began the
work of"digging ditches," to show that
the trust imposed, "to make such
arrangements for the drainage of the
swamp or overflowed land" as in the
judgment of the Trustees was most
advantageous to the fund had not been
abandoned and proceeded to formulate
his policy of laying out a Drainage
District and raising the money by
taxation upon all lands for benefits.

The Sentinel newspaper building on Andrews Avenue appears at
the left of this c. 1920 view. The sign on the right labels what is
today Southwest Second Street as the "Road to the Everglades."

A drainage district was laid out and
a tax levied upon the lands for drainage. This act was attacked in the
United States Court by the land companies owning lands in the district and
the act was declared unconstitutional.
In 1907 the act of 1905 was amended
by the Legislature. See chapter 5709
which Act was also attacked, but its
constitutionality was upheld. All this
happened during Broward's administration, and the work of reclaiming the
Everglades was carried on under the
system evolved and developed by
Broward, as laid out and defined under
the Act of 1905 as amended in 1907.
Broward's administration came to
an end and he was succeeded by
Governor Gilchrist, during whose
administration the Broward plan was
continued, and the work of cutting
canals was let to contractors after a
contract was made with the Randolph
Commission to ascertain and refer to
the Trustees and the Board of Drainage Commissioners upon the conditions existing at the drainage district
and to submit a complete plan including a system of canals for the recla-

mation of the lands. During the latter
part of the Broward administration the
first large sale of undrained lands was
made, the Trustees agreeing to devote
one half of the proceeds to the drainage
under the law as it then existed. In 191 3
the Legislature enacted a new drainage law which instead of providing for
a uniform tax upon all the lands
provided for a graded tax beginning
at five cents per acre upon the lands
laying far away from the canals and
increasing as the lands lay nearer to
the canals and thereby more speedily
benefited.
All land in the Drainage District are
now held first by railroad corporations
or their assigns who acquired them
under railroad land grants, second by
persons who purchased large tracts
from the Trustees with the knowledge
that the lands were undrained and
were being reclaimed by the state
under Broward's system, viz, taxation
upon the lands for benefits; third by
individuals who purchased the land in
small lots from land corporations
organized for the purpose of profit;
fourth by the Internal Improvement
Fund, which owns only such lands as

That the Trustees had sold some
land and devoted the proceeds to
drainage is true, but it was never the
purpose of Broward that the Trust
Fund should foot the entire bill for
drainage. To say that Broward's plan
had been upset by the present administration or anyone succeeding his, is
to misrepresent the facts . His plan and
purpose was that the lands benefited
by reclamation should pay the bills. An
inspection of the records of the Trustees and an examination of the Acts
of the Legislature during his administration will disclose this fact to the
entire satisfaction of any unbiased investigator.
Why should the entire burden of
drainage fall upon the Trust Fund,
which owns less than a third of the
lands to be benefited, especially when
the other owners acquired their lands
with a knowledge of the laws of 1905
and 1907 and received the lands
knowing that they were undrained and
that the work was being carried on as
rapidly as the means available rendered possible.
It is idle to undertake to hold the
State officials responsible for the
representation made by too zealous
land corporations and their agents
engaged in selling lands or to charge
the state with any unfortunate results
from their too evident stupidity. The
honor of the state is better protected
by the policy of the Trustees, which
deals fairly and justly with all the
interests concerned, requiring each to
contribute its quota to the general
expense of the work scientifically and
economically carried on.
The "Back to Broward League" is
misnamed and those of its promoters
and followers who profess a desire to
save the honor of the state are
misinformed.
Investigate; don't argue. Read the
records. Don't listen to the one-sided
statements from interested persons.
Tallahassee, Fla. June 1, 1916
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DIXIE
HIGHWAY
cS ASPHALT
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Reprinted from

FLORIDA HIGHWAYS, Vol. I, No. 12
November 1924, pp. 9-11
Broward County, Florida, is celebrating this year a decade of county
history and progress. Originally a part
of Dade County [which stretched] from
St. Lucie south, its sturdy pioneer
residents have lived in three counties,
although under the same roof. By
"secession" [the northern portion of]
Broward became a part of Palm Beach
County and later by legislative enactment, March 1914, [actually April
1915] - just ten years ago - the
present county was created, taking its
name from the illustrious governor,
whose vision of the great future of the
fertile Everglade empire led him to take
the first official steps looking toward
its drainage and reclamation. Fourfifths of Broward County lies in the
Everglades now drained by New River
and the North and South Canals. In
addition 300 miles of other canals and
lateral ditches have been added,
rapidly placing the muck lands in
shape for farming. Vast changes and
great developments have occurred in
the past decade beyond the fondest
expectation of the most ardent booster.
The Dixie Highway rather closely
parallels twenty-six miles ofBroward's
splendid ocean beach, with velvet-like
short laterals here and there leading
down to the sea. Upon the creation of
the new county, one of the first steps
36 - Broward Legacy

taken by its forward-looking county
commissioners was the planting of
Australian pine and eucalyptus trees
on both sides of the Dixie Highway
from the north boundary of the county
above Deerfield to the Dade County
line, three-quarters of a mile below Hallandale. The Dixie Highway has ever
been a source of pride to the people
here; it has been kept in the best of
condition. The thousands of motorists
en route to Fort Lauderdale, Miami,
and other points south, find in Brow-

ard County a wide asphalt road,
smooth as a floor.
During the past eighteen months
Broward County has built fifty-eight
miles of oiled roads and boulevards,
nine miles of hard-surfaced roads and
six large concrete bridges, as well as
three steel bridges. Two of the finest
of the concrete bridges built appear on
the Dixie Highway, one spanning the
South Fork, Middle River, and the
other the Dania Cut-off Canal to the
edge of Dania.

By 1924, when this article first appeared in the State Road Department's magazine, Florida Highways, the Florida Land Boom was beginning,
and the Dixie Highway was the busiest road along the lower east coast.
Completed through Broward County nine years earlier by an association
led by automobile promoter and Miami Beach creator Carl Fisher, the Dixie
eventually connected Florida with points as far north as Chicago and Sault
Ste. Marie, Michigan . As automobiles increased in popularity and
availability in the years following World War I, the highway brought
thousands of northerners to Florida and was a major factor in ushering
in the real estate boom of the mid-1920s.
Despite the Dixie Highway's popularity and significance, its heyday
was comparatively short-lived. In 1927, U.S. Highway 1, often referred to
as the "Federal Aid Highway" because it was funded partly by the Federal
Aid Act of 1916, was completed through Broward County, in some cases
bypassing and in others coinciding with the Dixie route.
Beginning on page 38, "A Trip Down The Dixie" offers scenes of the
Dixie Highway from Deerfield to Hallqndale as they appeared in the late
1910s and 1920s. All photos are from the Historical Commission collections.

There are many points of interest
1long the Dixie Highway in Broward
:::ounty from the very northern limits,
Nhere one of the five big drainage
;anals of the county crosses the highNay at Deerfield, to Hallandale, where
;he motorist bids au revoir to Broward
::::ounty. In winter every depot plat:'orm, every siding, every packing
1ouse is loaded with thousands of
;rates of cabbage, beans, potatoes,
;omatoes, peas, eggplant, peppers and
>ther vegetables, this being one of the
1eaviest shipping points of vegetables
n the United States during the winter
md early spring months.
In Fort Lauderdale, a few blocks to
;he west of the Dixie Highway, is the
1illage of the proud Seminole Indian,
;vith its thatched huts breathing a hint
>f the romance of yesterday. A splenlid oil road leads west to Davie, the
lldest settlement in the Everglades,
vith its comfortable homes, good
;chools, ever-productive truck farms
md, last but not least, citrus groves
·ecently startling the citrus world with
he wonderful fruit produced on the
nuck lands without fertilizer or cultiration. Penetrating the heart of the
msiness district of Fort Lauderdale,
he Dixie Highway crosses beautiful
-J"ew River, the deepest river for its
ength in America. It is filled with
:raft, elegant yachts of all kinds and
reighters laden with fruits and vegeables from the Everglade farms along
he upper glade canals. Not only does
t afford a means of water transporation to the sea and to the upper
~verglades, but New River is the deight of anglers from all parts of
\.merica; here the mighty tarpon is
ound at his best, a few miles upstream
resh water trout fishing is good, or,
urning the boat in the opposite direcion, a few minutes ride to the ocean
nlet and there is deep sea fishing and
tction a-plenty.
Appreciating the magnetic attracion of this abbreviated stream, the
-riginal trail makers of the Dixie fol:>wed down its south bank lines, with
najestic coconut palms, as far as
•ossible.
Below Hallandale the Dixie crosses
nto Dade County. Years ago the Amer~ an Fruit Company and the progresive citizens of Hallandale's hustling
gricultural community planted hunreds of Australian pines, eucalyptae,
leanders, hibiscus and many other
arieties oftrees, shrubs and flowering
·lants along the highway through the
:>wn, affording roadside variety.
Nature has indeed been kind to Browrd County. The county commissionrs of early days in the planting of Ausralian pines, eucalyptus and other
arieties of trees and flowers contribted much to the cause of beautifica-

tion, to say nothing of the stately royal
and coconut palms planted by individuals, but there is much yet to be done.
For this reason the Beautification
Commission has recently been organized by the Chamber of Commerce. It
is composed of representatives of all
city and county organizations, to further the beautification of the Dixie
Highway. The county commissioners
have ordered all signs off the right of
way. The chairman of the sign removal
section of the committee is doing
everything possible to remove all
signs, both leased and non-leased.
Plans are being formulated for additional roadside beautification; protection of the lofty Australian pines from
fire ; replacing those which have been
destroyed, and planting additional
trees and shrubs to link up all gaps.
It is the ambition of the Broward
Commission to make this the most
attractive twenty-six mile vista along
the Dixie Highway; many sections
especially endowed by nature can
scarcely be seen by the visitor for the
signs; many a stately pine and live oak
is disfigured by a score of faded cloth,
wood and tin signs. Why permit the
Dixie, the most scenic of National
Highways, to remain permanently
disfigured when the combined sentiment of the counties along its route can
prevent?
The Chamber of Commerce of Fort
Lauderdale, which has organized the
work of the commission, has adopted
the slogan of the Beautification Commission - "Swat the signs and Save
the Scenery." The local organization
will have the assistance and moral
backing of the Florida Development
Board and the State Commission. -

((
DEERFIELI

The Dixie Highway.

The route of the Dixie Highway
through Broward County, 1924.
When opened in 1915, the Dixie
route linked up a number of
existing roads, which explains its
numerous twists and turns.
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C iti z en s
c ommemorate
th e
o p e ning of t h e n ew Di xie High way
brid ge across the H i llsboro Ca n a l
at Deerfield . The brid ge, w h ich
con n ected Broward and Palm
Beach counties, consisted of
concrete approaches and a steel
girder t u rnstile span. Th is view
faces northeast, from the Broward
Coun ty side of t h e can a l.

Downtown Pompano, looking southeast, as seen
from the Dixie Highway in the 1920s. The F.E.C .
Railway depot is to the right, the railroad tracks
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running between the highway and the business
district, as they do today.

An early version of a motor home
-a Model-T truck with homemade
wooden camper top - in front of
the McCarty store on the Dixie
Highway in Oakland Park, 1927.

The Dixie Highway bridge over
the south fork of Middle River at
Wilton Manors, 1929. This was one
of two concrete bridges constructed by the county on the highway
in 1923-24.

A peaceful scene on the Dixie at the north end of Fort Lauderdale, c. 1917.
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Masonic parade up Andrews A venue in downtown
Fort Lauderdale, c. 1924-25. Andrews A venue, the
only street bridging New River until 1926, served

as the Dixie Highway as far south as present-day
Southeast Sixth Street.

The Dixie Highway (right) at the fork of Andrews
Avenue (left) in southern Fort Lauderdale, 1925. This
view, looking north, was taken at the time Andrews

was extended south to provide access to the new
Croissant Park development.
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The Dixie Highway ran parallel to the Florida East
Coast Railway through much of Broward County.
These two south Broward scenes from the 1920s

show the Dixie and the railway depots at Hollywood
(above) and Hallandale (below).
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JAMES McCOMB AND
THE EAST COAST FRUIT &
VEGETABLE GROWERS ASSOCIATION
As Reported in The Weekly Miami Metropolis

The late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries
brought a proliferation of farmers' associations throughout the United States. These articles from The Weekly
Miami Metropolis outline the concerns facing one such
association in Florida. Farmers, including citrus growers,
had two great obstacles to meet and overcome if they were
to profit from the backbreaking labor expended in
producing their crops. First, they had to fight for better
deals with railroads, which charged maximum prices and
did as little as possible to follow the directives of the
Interstate Commerce Commission and state regulatory
agencies such as the Florida Railroad Commission.
Second, they had to fight for fair prices when selling

The Weekly Miami Metropolis, Friday,
June 2, 1911, page 6.
LACK OF APPRECIATION NOTICED
AMONG INDIVIDUAL FRUIT
GROWERS FOR GREAT BENEFITS
SECURED THEM
The East Coast Fruit and Vegetable
Growers' Association is doing great
work for the growers all along the line.
It has secured a number of reductions
of freight rates. It has asked for lower
express rates, and the officers confidently expect an order, in the near
future, giving the growers a material
reduction on rates to many points. The
evidence has all been submitted and
the final hearing before the full commission was heard in Washington,
D.C., early this month. It usually takes
42 - Broward Legacy

produce, whether in direct sales or through commission
men. Both of these struggles required a cooperative effort.
Of particular interest to students of Broward County
history are the efforts of several early area settlers to
organize local farmers. One such man, Hudson Burr, who
farmed in Pompano in 1899 and operated a store there,
became a member of the Florida Railroad Commission
in 1901, and sought to ease the difficult conditions which
he had experienced first-hand. The efforts of another early
Pompano settler, James McComb, Jr., are recounted here.
Arriving in Pompano in 1901, McComb soon became
prominent not only as a leader of the association
movement, but also as a large-scale farmer, a commission
man, and a commercial producer of pidgeons.

between 30 and 60 days after final
hearings, before orders changing existing rates are issued. The new rate will
be effective, though, before any fall
products are ready to move.
The association officers also confidently expect another order in the near
future giving the growers a lower
freight rate on the F.E.C. Ry [Railway].
The testimony in this case is all in, and
final argument held.
The claim department is handling a
lot of claims from growers, who felt
they could not handle their claims as
efficiently and speedily as is done by
the management of this department.
The attorneys of the association,
Messrs. Hudson & Boggs, have devoted
a great amount of labor and time in
preparing cases before the Railroad
Commission and the Interstate Commerce Commission. Mr. Boggs espe-

cially has done great work in submitting evidence that was necessary to
secure favorable decisions.
LACK PROPER SPIRIT
Notwithstanding the fact that the
growers of the territory have been enjoying reduced rates for over one and
one-half years, individual members of
the association, as a rule, have lacked
the proper spirit of support that they
should show. Every grower has been
getting the benefit of the reductions.
Every mem her of the association
should see to it that his neighbor or
other growers he may come in contact
with, becomes a member of the association, and bears his share of the vast
expenses necessary to carry on this
work.
James McComb, Jr., manager of the

Pompano pioneer James McComb, Jr., manager of
the organizing and publicity department of the East
Coast Fruit & Vegetable Growers' Association. As
early as 1903, newspapers on the southeast coast
referred to McComb as the unofficial "mayor" of
unincorporated Pompano.

,rganizing and publicity department,
ays the association will have local
'ranches along the entire coast, as far
torth as Hastings. He will organize
::>cals at Daytona, New Smyrna, and
•oints along the Indian River. He has
tlready made one trip as far as Hastngs and met leading men at the large
•oints. Arrangements are being made
o hold meetings during next month.
Mr. McComb says there is an imnense amount of work to be done all
he time. Growers fail to appreciate the
mportance of being active "paid up"
nembers. When they understand what
s being done for them, they are de[ghted to know about it. If their enthuiasm would only extend deep enough
o cause them to secure one or two new
nembers, it would be a great help.
GET BENEFITS TOO EASY

This work, says Mr. McComb, some[mes makes me feel as though I am a
11issionary. Salvation is free. Water is
ree. Both are good for every grower.
:orne like salvation and water. Some
rould like "to be saved," but don't want
he water. This association has been

going along doing good work, saving
dollars for every grower, yet mighty
few of them know how results have
been obtained, or how the work is supported. Most of them, however, "chip a
little in the hat" when I have a "heart to
heart" talk with them. If I could only
preach the Gospel as good as I can tell
them about rates, and divide the collection equally for both good causes, I'd
be glad to make dates for Sunday.
FORT LAUDERDALE BRANCH
The eyes of the people of the West,
Southwest and Northwest, are turned
toward Fort Lauderdale, "The Baby
City" of the East Coast. This is one of
the largest shipping points along the
line. It should have, and no doubt will
have, the largest local association
along the line. The organization was
perfected there last Monday night. J. G.
Ewing was elected president and W. B.
Parham secretary. Both of these gentlemen are wide-a-wake, up-to-date
pushers. They confidently expect every
grower to become a member - "Fort
Lauderdale in the Front" is their motto.

The Weekly Miami Metropolis, Friday,
March 24, 1911, page 6.
GROWERS SELECTED
JAS. McCOMBS, JR.,
BUSINESS MANAGER
The East Coast Fruit and Vegetable
Association has selected James McComb, Jr., as business manager. The
work of Mr. McComb will be to make
the association the strongest organization in the State. The work the association has done in the last two years is
evidence sufficient that such a body
can accomplish great things when it is
well organized, but the necessity of
keeping the growers interested and
alive to their opportunities is recognized as being of such importance and
necessarily the work of an organizer
who was able to devote all of his time to
it. Mr. McComb is going to give his
entire time to the work, and he promises to keep all the growers in line. He
has a wide acquaintance among them,
and his work for the last few years in
Florida along such lines qualify him
well for the undertaking. He is to begin
work at once.

Dr. Cooper Clifford Kirk
(continued from inside front cover)
ships overcome by Broward's early settlers, he played a leading
part in creating Pioneer Days, an
annual celebration featuring
exhibits, entertainment, and a
ceremony recognizing the county's pioneers. He enjoyed introducing each one. Often they were
people he had known most of his
life, and at times he was privileged to present a former school
teacher. He would give the ladies
a hearty kiss on the cheek,
perhaps to make up for some of
his boyhood mischief.
No conceivable aspect of
Broward County's rich past was
beyond the bounds of Dr. Kirk's
fertile imagination and energetic
efforts. He worked tirelessly encouraging every community to
form their own historical society
or to revitalize an inactive one.
He helped organize and establish
a strong Black Historical Society
in Fort Lauderdale. He spent
countless hours and untold
mileage traveling from one end
of the county to the other to
inspect historic sites and gather
oral histories from pioneers and
photos, documents and artifacts
to build up the Historical
Commission's archives and
collections.
In 1976, Dr. Kirk created the
Broward Legacy, the first journal
devoted to the county's history ,

and for thirteen years he solicited
manuscripts, served as the editor,
and wrote much of the material
for this publication.
Cooper Kirk was no ordinary
man; he was that rare, one-of-akind individual who inspires
others by his own deeds. His philosophy of life was based upon
Godliness and principles. His
goals were high; he was always
reaching, never satisfied with
mediocrity. He hoped to inspire
everyone to be as thrilled and
eager to know the history of
Broward County as he was. On
one occasion he had a conversation with a man who said, "This
area has only grown since World
War II; it has no history." No
history! Dr. Kirk could not
tolerate such shallow and uninformed thinking. He set about to
correct this image and share his
knowledge of his beloved county.
Cooper Kirk served this county
with selfless devotion . He will be
remembered as a man of great
character who left this county
richer, better acquainted with its
colorful history. His work was
not finished, yet his typewriter is
silent and his seat on the Historical Commission is empty. His
splendid mind and honorable
soul have entered the realms of
Glory, and all who knew him
mourn as we bid farewell to
Cooper Kirk.

Goodbye Dear Friend, Your smile is etched upon my mind,
Your truth upon my heart.
You cared for riches which were not of this earth,
But heavenly bounty was your goal.
Soft and gentle was what I saw hid beneath the skin,
Hard and firm your face was, until you smiled again.
I knew you well, but could not tell, for fear of being wrong.
A seeker not of glory but of truth.
You stood so solemn yet so sad, life was seldom kind.
Yet like the hero, strong and true,
You kept searching for the way.
Often scared, lonely and tired, you knew hope loomed
On the horizon, for you carried faith within your heart.
Belief in something larger than yourself,
And hope to find the way.
Love was hard for you, but the legacy you left
Made love easier for me.

a

- Correction The photos on page 37 of the
Summer / Fall 1989 issue of
Broward Legacy were inadvertantly transposed. Perry Bryan is
at top, with golf club; Frank
Clark is at bottom wearing navy
uniform.
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